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 “Science is the century-old endeavor to bring together by means of systematic thought 
the perceptible phenomena of this world into as thoroughgoing an association as 
possible. To put it boldly, it is the attempt at the posterior reconstruction of existence by 
the process of conceptualization. ” 

Albert Einstein 

“ It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. If it 
doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong. ” 

Richard P. Feynman 

“The coming nanometer age can, therefore, also be called the age of interdisciplinarity.” 
Heinrich Rohrer 
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Abstract 

In this thesis we combine surface chemistry and surface physics to architecture molecular 
layers in a bottom-up approach. The formation of self-assembled molecular structures at 
surfaces on the basis of dipole-dipole interactions, H-bonding, metal coordination and covalent 
bonding is studied. The molecules of different structure and with specific functional groups are 
investigated on selected substrates, namely Au(111), Ag(111), Cu(111), Cu(100) or Bi 
reconstructed Cu(100).  

A number of model cases for controlling on-surface architectures and their properties has been 
found and is reported about in this thesis:  

1) Architecture control of a coordination polymer, comprised from chiral and flexible 
molecular building blocks, by tuning of the intermolecular bonding motif;  

2) Chirality transfer in a 1D coordination polymer formed from chiral molecules; 
3) Dimensionality (0D, 1D, 2D) control via selection of the transition metal adatom, 

which modifies a ligand and participates in an on-surface coordination complex; 
4) Demonstration of a 2D molecular ‘sponge’, created on the basis of a borylene derived 

covalent link with angular flexibility; 
5) Investigation of confined 2D electron states in quantum boxes of different size and 

shape; 
6) Self -sorting of bi-molecular system in a 2D array by the coulomb interaction of the 

surface dipole which depends on band-alignment, charge transfer and the screening in 
the substrate.   

Specifically, we show that chiral and flexible [7]helicene molecules with cyano-groups, 
covalently attached in symmetric positions, give rise to a 1D arrangement. The intrinsically 
chiral species imprints its chirality onto the weakly H-bonded assembly, which occurs if 
molecules are deposited on samples held at low (~90 K) temperatures. This imprint vanishes 
under the influence of stronger metal-coordination bonds formed after providing metal 
coordination centers to the H-bonded assembly. The flexibility of the helicene as well as the 
competition between intermolecular and molecule-surface interactions allow the coordinated 
chains to assemble in structures with the mirror symmetry apparently being reduced.  

The next important issue, addressed in this thesis, is the on-surface modification of the ligand 
as an approach to control the dimensionality of the resulting on-surface polymer. We present a 
novel metal-specific reaction of amino- /imino- functionalized perylene derivatives. This 
precursor is modified upon addition of Co, Fe or Ni at room-temperature into an endo-ligand. 
In contrast, the presence of Cu adatoms in conjunction with thermal activation leads to the 
formation of an exo-ligand. Thus the type of metal ligand defines whether a 1D or 2D 
coordinated polymer can be formed.  

We show that borylene-functionalized molecules react upon thermal activation with trimesic 
acid in a novel on-surface reaction. Moreover, the covalent connection, formed in this reaction, 
exhibits a high degree of flexibility and allows for the formation of the differently sized pores. 
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The resulting molecular ‘sponge’, created this way, serves as a template confining the surface 
state electrons. We investigate the effect of size and shape of the pores on this quantum 
phenomenon.   

Furthermore, we present a new way of creating highly-ordered bimolecular self-sorted 
chessboard arrays. The bi-component mixture of Mn-phthalocyanine (MnPc) and Cu-
phthalocyanine (CuPc) on Bi/Cu(100) self-assembles without participation of any chemical 
bonding or molecular functionalization but only on the basis of the lateral 2D Coulomb 
interactions. We resolve charge-transfer channels of two types, directing the supramolecular 
self-assembly: one oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface, the other oriented in-plane.   

These investigations are performed in ultra-high vacuum conditions (UHV) with the use of 
variable temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscopy / Spectroscopy (STM/STS), X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and synchrotron-based Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine 
Structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. The experimental results are supported by Density 
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, performed by research partners. 
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Introduction 

Motivation 

Mankind has evolved by the curiosity of man and the never ending search for 'the 
ultimate truth'. This has affected both the cultural as well as the technological evolution across 
millennia. Knowledge progresses in cycles of the formulation of hypotheses and their 
verification/falsification in trials or experiments, a process that has recently impacted the 
science and the technology on the nanometer scale. Nanoscale science brings along new 
knowledge about physical and chemical processes as they occur on the scale of individual 
atoms and molecules. Nanoengineering evolves on this base towards new, as well as more 
effective or efficient applications. Recent progress in drugs development, telecommunication 
systems, computers or any other electronic devices, just to name a few, exemplifies how 
Nanoscience serves society. In particular in the fields of nanodevices and nanoelectronics, there 
are hopes that the self-assembly of increasingly complex functional patterns, enacted by 
nature’s physic-chemical processes, can surpass current limitation in the controlled top-down 
fabrication of architecture nanometer sized structures.  

In the context of self-organized functional architectures, the two terms “self-assembly” 
and “self-organization” are important to be considered:  

“In essence, we distinguish the two processes on a thermodynamic basis. Although self-
organization implies a nonequilibrium process, self-assembly is reserved for spontaneous 
processes tending toward equilibrium.”  [1] 

This thesis is concerned with the self-assembly of molecular modules into molecular 
architectures and addresses their morphology, as well as their chemical and physical properties. 
Here, we focus on processes at 2D metal-vacuum interface, i.e. on the self-assembly of 
functionalized building blocks at atomically clean single-crystal surfaces. Next to the often 
strong forces at surfaces also physics and chemistry, influencing molecules and being confined 
to two, one or zero dimensions, varies significantly from the behaviour of the same objects in 
bulk or solution. Thus, the “nanoscale” offers to researchers the possibility to explore new 
effects and to realize desired molecular architectures with atomic precision. The development 
of new self-assembled architectures requires detailed knowledge about the molecule/surface, 
intermolecular and intramolecular interactions. In our study we employ molecules exhibiting 
different symmetry, functional groups and physical properties, as well as surfaces of different 
symmetry and properties. The design strategy includes a use of specific intermolecular 
interactions: H-bonding or dipole-dipole interactions, as well as the promotion of the on-surface 
reactions resulting in metal coordination or covalent bonding. 

Prior Art  

The idea of nanofabrication using a bottom-up approach motivates scientists i) to explore new 
principles of self-assembly in order to realize highly ordered supramolecular structures, and ii) 
to investigate their properties with the goal in mind to increase the level of control.  
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Subsequently, a considerable number of supramolecular structures has been addressed in the 
scientific literature. [2,3] In most cases at the solid/vacuum interface, the self-assembly relies 
on the design of building-blocks, i.e. on the functionalization of a molecule which ideally 
should result in the ‘predictable’, and thereby controllable assembly following design rules 
which mostly need to be discovered and investigated still. The architecture of the desired 
molecular patterns can be based on weak intermolecular interactions (Van-der-Waals, dipole-
dipole, H-bond) or on strong intermolecular interactions (metal-coordination or covalent 
bonds). There is a number of studies reporting on the regular on-surface arrangement based on 
directional H-bonds between the molecules. [4–6] A broad range of self-assembled structures 
has been realized via ligands possessing a lone pair and coordinating with appropriate metal-
centers. [7–10] More robust 1D and 2D polymers have been shown on the basis of on-surface 
covalent reactions. [11,12] Furthermore, the consolidation of two different functional groups, 
inherently embedded in the symmetrical positions of the molecule, has shown to initiate 
temperature induced reactions, which can be staged in a hierarchical manner. [13,14]   

Outline 

Nature surrounds us with many interesting features which people try to understand and 
to describe. Particularly, the overwhelming complexity of biological processes, e.g. in the 
human body, involves chirality and is crucially affected by the site specific recognition between 
the molecules as they assemble and operate. [15] One example for the chirality importance is 
provided by a drug effect in the human body: only the molecules of the ‘right’ chirality exhibits 
a beneficial effect, while the other can be attributed to no or even ‘harming’ effects. [16,17] 
Thereby the understanding of chirality and the control in molecular assemblies and 
architectures is of essential importance in pharmaceutical applications but at large not restricted 
to these.  
The mechanisms of chirality propagation and the combined impact of parameters like reduced 
to 1D dimensionality, intermolecular binding motifs and molecular flexibility were rarely 
investigated in a systematic way. This motivated a choice of the first system which has been 
investigated in this thesis, i.e. a chiral molecule, dicyano-functionalized helicene derivative 
(diCN-Hel) that is shaped like one turn of a screw. The molecule allows to simultaneously 
study the delicate interplay of three important aspects, namely: the role of functional groups 
directing self-assembly, the flexibility and the chirality. By the functionalization of the 
molecule in almost opposite symmetric positions (C-atoms 6 and 13 of the aromatic backbone), 
linear or close to linear intermolecular connections are facilitated. Indeed, this combination of 
architectural features leads to the arrangement of molecules in 1D chain-like structures on the 
substrate surface. Moreover, the cyano-group possesses an electron lone pair, which can 
participate in a H-bond or, alternatively, in a coordination bond with an eventually present 
transition metal adatom. The helix of the molecule can be considered as a ‘mechanical spring’ 
giving rise to significant molecular flexibility and consequently facilitating adaptation to the 
underlying substrate, which allows neighbouring molecules to closely interact. Thereby such 
adaptation mechanisms lead to long-range order in the system after self-assembly. Furthermore, 
the formation of 1D structures (chains) by metal coordination on noble-metal substrates can 
promote their arrangement into linear coordination polymers aligned parallel to each other in 
consequence to the inter-chain repulsion. [18] In the studies reported about here, the Cu(111) 
substrate releases free Cu-adatoms at elevated temperatures (> 180 K) in amounts, which can 
be controlled by the temperature. [19] In order to independently verify the bonding motif in H-
bonded assemblies and metal coordinated chains, additionally the less reactive Au(111) 
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substrate has been selected. The Au substrate serves as a rather inert support for the H-bonded 
structures thereby allowing to control the metal coordination via the deposition of selected 
transition-metal adatoms. The resulting un-coordinated or coordinated 1D chains are 
investigated as a model system – the chirality dependent mode of molecular assembly in 
analogy to Pasteur’s experiment, while using scanning tunnelling microscopy to investigate the 
architectures, neither macroscopic crystal shape nor optical activity. The dependence of this 
process on the type and strength of the intermolecular interactions is also investigated (Figure 
1).  
 

  

 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of a hypothetical diCN-Hel metal-coordinated self-assembly on the 
noble metal substrate. The system can be used to explore the chirality transfer mechanisms at reduced 
dimension (1D) and to investigate the importance of i) the type and strength of the intermolecular 
bonding motif, ii) the flexibility of the molecule and iii) the detailed molecular recognition mechanism. 

 

The second molecular system, which has been investigated, is provided by the perylene 
derivative (DPDI), which has been chosen for its well-defined, planar, molecular structure and 
for its functionalization with amino- and imino- groups. Earlier studies, performed on DPDI on 
Cu(111), evidenced the full dehydrogenation of the molecule and subsequent coordination to 
Cu metal adatoms in a two-step process of hydrogen release (Figure 2a). [20] The first step 
drives molecule in a singly dehydrogenated (deh-DPDI) state with two imino-nitrogens at each 
end. The second step includes a potential ring closure and further dehydrogenation driving 
molecule in a triply dehydrogenated (3deh-DPDI) state, where two azo-bridges are formed. 
Interestingly, the geometry of the N-ligating atoms, contained in the intermediate and the 
resulting molecule, would allow it to act as an endo- or as an exo-ligand (Figure 2b). Obtaining 
endo- or exo- ligating species from the same precursor directly on the surface provides an 
interesting and powerful approach to control the dimensionality of the coordination polymers.  
Understanding of the possible on-surface reactions and their application in the control of the 
resulting polymers’ geometry/dimensionality has straight forward value for controlling polymer 
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architectures at interfaces as they are e.g. used in organic electronic applications. From this 
perspective, it would be highly desirable to know if it is possible to dehydrogenate the DPDI 
precursor only till the first level, in order to obtain the stable quinoidal bis-imino form (deh-
DPDI). In case if transformation of DPDI to stable deh-DPDI form is possible, would be 
advantageous to know whether the molecule can be still converted to its triply-dehydrogenated 
form by e.g. thermal activation. Studies of amino-related species tending to be modified 
through reactions with transition metal atoms in solution and subsequent dehydrogenation have 
been reported in the scientific literature. [21] These motivated our studies of the on-surface 
coordination of DPDI in presence of different, selected, transition metal adatoms (Co, Fe, Ni, 
Cu). In similarity to the method used for the CN-coordination studies reported in this thesis, 
different substrates were used:  Cu, which is observed do induce reactions of the DPDI and the 
more chemically inert Au. Moreover, to study the impact of the surface registry/symmetry we 
employ the substrates of hexagonal (111) and of square (100) symmetry. In order to assign the 
chemical state of the molecule after the transformation, we probe the nitrogen contained in the 
functional groups at the two ends of the molecule by the spectroscopy methods (XPS, 
NEXAFS). The geometry of the resulting coordination polymer is visualized by STM. 
Additionally, the experimental assignments of the resulting reaction products and their on-
surface geometries are complemented by DFT calculations.   
 

 

Figure 2 (a) Dehydrogenation route of DPDI via a singly dehydrogenated quinoidal bis-
imino form (deh-DPDI) and further dehydrogenation with cyclization resulting in triply 
dehydrogenated DPDI (3deh-DPDI). [20] (b) Schematic representation of the precursor 
transformation into endo-/exo-ligand on surfaces depending on the transition metal 
adatoms supplied. The type of resulting ligand defines a dimensionality of the on-surface 
coordination-polymer. 

 

On-surface self-assembled molecular architectures require a high degree of stability in 
view of potential applications. Thereby new covalent polymerization reactions which proceed 
for molecules adsorbed on surface substrates are highly desired. From this perspective a third 
system - perylene derivative DIBOTAP, has been selected. Thereby we intended to realize a 
covalent reaction, which is known to occur in solution  [22], on the solvent-free vacuum/solid 
interface. The reaction involves two components: borylene-functionalized perylene derivative 
(DIBOTAP) and trimesic acid (TMA), and is expected to form a covalent B-O bond 
accompanied by the release of H2. The unique feature of this type of covalent B-O link is its 
potential flexibility, which lead to the formation of variously-shaped molecular pores. Such 
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pores provide a unique opportunity to study electron confinement in quantum boxes of different 
size and shape which are constructed from the barriers of the same molecular backbone (Figure 
3). 
We employ an element-specific spectroscopic method (XPS) in order to identify the starting 
materials and the reaction products on the surface substrate. Thereby the evolution of the on-
surface covalent reaction can be monitored by assessing the chemical environment of B, N, C 
and O atoms of the precursors DIBOTAP and TMA being modified by the presence of the 
reaction. The shape of the resulting polymer is investigated by STM. Also the strength of the 
surface state confinement inside the molecular pore is probed by STS. 

 

Figure 3 Scheme of the bi-component covalent reaction forming a potentially flexible 
interconnecting bond between the two components. The covalent reaction can promote the 
formation of differently sized molecular pores integrated in a ‘sponge-like’ network, which 
can be used for systematic investigations of the electron confinement in 2D quantum wells. 

 

Organic nanoelectronics requires a high level of order and precision in the architecture 
and its manufacturing, which are therefore desirably to be obtained by self-assembly. For this 
purpose, as has already been described in the earlier paragraphs, many different approaches 
have been used involving the specially functionalized molecules and their arrangement on the 
basis of covalent bonds, metal coordination or maximization of H-bonds. The last part of this 
PhD thesis reports on a radically new mechanism for the self-recognition and self-sorting 
between the ad-molecules at surfaces: by means of the coulomb interaction between charge-
transfer dipoles induced directly on the surface. The proposed scheme of the intermolecular 
interaction is shown in Figure 4. To date no work had been reported in the literature, which 
employs this mechanism to order by self-sorting the binary molecular mixtures in a 2D 
chessboard like lattice. 
We have chosen a Bi-reconstructed Cu(100) substrate on the basis of the following 
considerations: i) this substrate with potentially strong Rashba-type splitting of the electronic 
states  [23,24] has not previously been studied in conjunction with molecular ad-layers; ii) The 
weak interaction observed between ad-molecules and thick bismuth film  [25], which is 
expected to facilitate a high molecular mobility as a crucial factor for molecular self-assembly; 
iii) the electron band structure of Bi is classified as a semi-metal and should lead to a higher 
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Debye length of Bi reconstructed Cu in comparison to bare Cu. The Debye length is a 
parameter describing the decay of the electric field into a conductive material, thereby is crucial 
for describing the decay of the coulomb field inside the material and the screening of charge 
dipoles, which in our case are present at the molecule/surface interface. The model ad-
molecules to be investigated on this interface were selected for their distinct of high and low 
electron affinity [26], i.e. CuPc and MnPc. These respond to doping in the bulk and can 
undergo reduction or oxidation, as has been reported in literature for molecular thin films. [27] 
Thereby, deposition of CuPc and MnPc molecules, exhibiting opposite doping 
characteristics [28,29], may lead to a different charge state of each molecule after adsorption on 
the surface substrate. In our research we investigate the electronic characteristics of each 
molecule and corresponding self-assembled patterns for each molecular component and their 
binary mixture by means of microscopy (STM) and tunneling spectroscopies (dI/dV and I(z)). 
Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy is capable of local probing, i. e. the transition metal center or 
benzene ring, accessing the LDOS of d- or π- derived orbitals.[30,31] Recording the I(z)-map, 
i.e. an array of I(z) spectra, over the molecular islands allows to obtain more insight into the 
spatial variation of the work-function  [30,31] on the molecule/surface interface.  
 

 

Figure 4 The approach taken for the self-sorting of two different types of ad-molecules 
(marked by green and red) by their coulomb interaction between charge transfer dipoles. 
The sketched charge distribution below the molecules indicates how the surface with the 
limited screening and high Debye length responds to molecular ad-layer. Note that the 
charge clouds are only provided as a sketch. There are also other factors which need to be 
considered e.g. HOMO/LUMO alignment which renders the system very complex.  
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Methods and Concepts 

This section gives a short description of the key methods and concepts which are important for 
the investigation of physical and chemical properties of supramolecular on-surface 
architectures. The basic approach, which has been taken towards the characterization of 
nanoscale structures in this thesis, typically includes: a combination of ‘local’, i.e. probe 
microscopy and ‘non-local’, i.e. X-ray absorption and Photoelectron Spectroscopy methods. 
More specifically, the samples’ morphology has been assessed by STM and the electronic 
properties have been inquired locally by STS, as well as the work function / barrier height 
above molecule or sample has been assessed by I(z) spectra. For quantitative and qualitative 
element specific analysis a number of different techniques have been used, i.e. XPS, XAS and 
NEXAFS. For a more detailed description of the methods than what is briefly reviewed below 
the reader is referred to the cited articles and textbooks.  

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is an element-specific and surface sensitive 
technique, which is based on the photoelectric effect. Here the binding energies (BE) of the 
electronic core-levels of the atoms are probed by analysing their kinetic energy after excitation 
with monochromatic X-ray light. At first, this allows to obtain information about the elemental 
composition, as binding energies for the core levels of different elements vary largely. In a 
more refined analysis also the degree of ‘core level shift’ can be analysed, which depends on 
the details of the interaction of the outer lying shell electrons with binding partners. Thereby 
different oxidation states of the same element can be identified as they depend on the specific 
atomic environment of the species under study (e.g. C1s BE of CH4 vs. CH3F). Thereby, the 
analysis of the peak positions and their relative intensities gives qualitative and also 
quantitative information. [32] In comparison to other analytical methods, XPS is generally 
considered semi-quantitative as often quite significant knowledge has to be taken into account 
about the sample composition to obtain reasonable stoichiometry by fitting the finite line shape 
peaks which at time also overlap with other photo-excitation features. The finite line width of 
laboratory X-ray sources depends on whether a monochromator has been used or on whether 
synchrotron light is available for the particular experiment. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is based on the excitation of electrons by photons and 
recording absorption as a function of the photon energy. Thus, the method requires a tunable X-
ray source, which can currently only be provided by a synchrotron or a Free Electron Laser.  

Near edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) is a technique based 
on XAS, which determines the position of the core level by determining the X-ray absorption 
edge corresponding to it. The X-ray absorption near the X-ray peak structure depends critically 
on different factors like the density of states, transition probabilities (allowed by selection 
rules), resonances and many-body effects. Also here the oxidation state molecules can be 
determined [33] via chemical shift of the edge position. By using linear polarized X-ray light in 
NEXAFS, also the orientation of different absorbers can be analysed. 

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) is a local probe method based on the quantum 
tunneling effect, where the electron has a non-zero probability to pass through the tiny vacuum 
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gap between tip and sample. The tunnelling current is defined by the bias voltage between the 
tip and a sample and their local density of states (LDOS). Scanning can be performed in two 
modes: the constant height mode or the constant current mode. In the latter case the current is 
kept constant by a feed-back loop and the height is recorded. Probing the sample at different 
bias voltages allows to extract information on the LDOS. Thereby the ‘electronic morphology’ 
of the surface structures can be assigned with molecular, sub-molecular or even atomic 
resolution. By applying negative or positive sample voltages occupied and unoccupied states of 
the sample can be probed. [30,34]  

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) is a local probe spectroscopy technique, where a 
sinusoidal modulation voltage is superimposed to the constant bias voltage. Tunneling current 
modulation, being in-phase with the applied voltage modulation (by means of lock-in 
amplifier), is recorded. The resulting dI/dV features in dependence on voltage are directly 
proportional to the LDOS. [30,34] 

Current-distance I(z) measurements allow to determine the relative local work-functions on 
the surface. From the recorded I(z) map recorded above the surface the relative change in the 
work-function can be extracted by fitting the I(z) spectra with exponentials. [31]     

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a method of the film growth by thermal sublimation. 
Typically it involves a Knudsen-cell deposition source, where the material is heated to the 
sublimation temperature and deposited onto the surface. This technique only works for 
sublimable materials but allows the well-controlled growth of monolayers, multilayers and thin 
films on well-defined crystalline surfaces and multilayer films. [32] 
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Results 

This thesis is based on four publications concerning on-surface molecular architectures and the 
investigation of their properties, including the exploration of new physical effects and new on-
surface reactions. [[1-4]] This thesis is provided in the ‘cumulative’ format and the following 
text provides a brief summary of each article as a service for the fast reader. All reports depend 
on highly functionalized building blocks which are programmed in characteristically different 
ways towards their integration in macromolecular or supramolecular on-surface architecture. It 
has been a long term goal of the hosting group to unravel the interdependence of the structure 
of the building blocks with the architecture and the functional properties of the self-assembly. 
In this context ground-breaking work has been reported in the context of chiral-molecules 
linking in chains, of metal coordination chains and networks being programmable by triggering 
endo- or exo-ligation through the selected metal provided for coordination, by exploring a 
borylene derived and flexible chemical motif to provide a ‘sponge’ like on-surface polymer and 
last but not least the selectively different charge transfer of molecules demonstrating an 
unprecedented mode of binary supramolecular ordering by charge transfer dipoles and their 
electrostatic, i.e. coulomb interaction.  
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Chirality Transfer in 1D Self-Assemblies: Influence of H‑‑‑‑
Bonding vs Metal Coordination between Dicyano[7]helicene 
Enantiomers 

 
Summary: 
 
Here we present a long-range ordered and tunable chain which is built by on-surface self-
assembly, based on the enantiopure 6,13-dicyano[7]helicene building-block. We show that H-
bonded 1D chains can be switched to metal-coordinated chains by the addition of Cu adatoms. 
We study the mechanism of the chirality transfer in a system of reduced dimensionality (i.e. 
1D) for the first time. The overall structure of chains changes from short-range ordered chains 
to highly ordered parallel arrays after Cu-coordination. Moreover, the corresponding chain 
architecture changes from zig-zag to linear. We found ‘zig-zag’ chains in mirror symmetry 
which we attributed to H-bonded arrays. By switching to a stronger bonding motif, however, 
the mirror symmetry of the chain architecture on the substrate disappears. Furthermore, we 
found a significant flexibility of the molecules which adapt to the constraints imposed by the 
strong coordination bond in conjunction with the fixed adatom positions in registry with the 
substrate. In our analysis of this system we relate intermolecular bonding strength and 
molecular flexibility, as they affect chiral recognition and chiral separation in an on-surface 
chain assembly. 

The bonding motifs and corresponding supramolecular architectures are investigated via 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and 
supported by the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations.  

Paper [[1]] has been published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society in 2013. 
Contribution of Aneliia Shchyrba: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, XPS), 
analysed the data, wrote the manuscript.  

Reprinted with permission from [Aneliia Shchyrba et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2013, 135 (41), 
15270–15273]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.  
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ABSTRACT: Chiral recognition as well as chirality
transfer in supramolecular self-assembly and on-surface
coordination is studied for the enantiopure 6,13-
dicyano[7]helicene building block. It is remarkable that,
with this helical molecule, both H-bonded chains and
metal-coordinated chains can be formed on the same
substrate, thereby allowing for a direct comparison of the
chain bonding motifs and their effects on the self-assembly
in experiment and theory. Conformational flexure and
both adsorbate/adsorbent and intermolecular interactions
can be identified as factors influencing the chiral
recognition at the binding site. The observed H-bonded
chains are chiral, however, the overall appearance of Cu-
coordinated chains is no longer chiral. The study was
performed via scanning tunneling microscopy, X-ray-
photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory
calculations. We show a significant influence of the
molecular flexibility and the type of bonding motif on
the chirality transfer in the 1D self-assembly.

Controlling and understanding chirality in chemical
reactions and during self-assembly is important, in

particular if chiral or pro-chiral building blocks are involved.1,2

Recently, a Pasteur-type3 spontaneous chiral resolution was
shown to occur also in two dimensions, at surfaces.2a,4 In analogy
to the 3D case, the condensation of 2D islands at surfaces can be
controlled by the enantiomeric excess5 of one component or by a
chiral auxiliary.6 Chirality transfer and the long-range expression
of chirality in molecular self-assembly have been studied
intensively in surface science. These studies involved prochiral
molecules6,7 which become chiral upon conformational changes
induced by their interaction with the substrate, as well as
inherently chiral molecules. A very interesting model system is
[n]helicenes, which have been used to study the chirality transfer
during nucleation and self-assembly at the solid/liquid interface8

as well as at the solid/vacuum interface.9 No chiral interactions

were observed for layers of hexathia[11]helicene on Au(111) nor
for linear ad molecular chains on Au(110).10 Parschau et al.
studied the chirality transfer of [7]helicene in the growth of 2D
islands by van der Waals (vdW) interactions.11 Later, Stöhr et al.
showed the spontaneous resolution of (±)-6,13-dicyano[7]-
helicene driven by polar interactions,12 and Seibel et al. described
the 2D separation of pentahelicene into homochiral domains
purely through vdW forces.13 Only a few investigations on chiral
molecules self-assembling to structures of further reduced
dimensionality, i.e. 1D, have been reported: On calcite, Kühnle
et al. observed islands of enantiopure [7]helicene-2-carboxylic
acid and chains of the racemate, both stabilized by π−π
stacking.14 Here we report on the chirality transfer that takes
place during the self-assembly of enantiopure dicyanohelicene
building blocks into 1D chains, with particular focus on the
influence of the intermolecular bonding motif.
With enantiomers of cyano-functionalized helicenes, (P)-

(+)-6,13-dicyano[7]helicene and (M)-(−)-6,13-dicyano[7]-
helicene ((P)-1 and (M)-1, Figure 1), we earlier introduced an
inherently chiral molecule with intermolecular bonding capa-
bility.12 In this work we demonstrate that the intermolecular
interactions can be tuned by the presence or absence of
coordinating metal atoms, i.e. adatoms that can be supplied by
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Figure 1. Enantiomers of 6,13-dicyano[7]helicene: (P)-1 and its mirror
image (M)-1.
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means of deposition or by thermally activated release from the
substrate. An irreversible conversion of 1DH-bonded assemblies
of enantiomerically pure 1 to a Cu-coordinated chain assembly
occurs. Surprisingly, in the H-bonded case, the opposite
enantiomer leads to chains of inverted symmetry, whereas this
is not the case for the metal-coordinated chains.
All samples were prepared and characterized in ultrahigh

vacuum. Molecules were deposited onto the substrates held at 90
or 300 K. Morphological assignment of the self-assembled
structures was performed via scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) at 5 K, unless mentioned otherwise, and the chemical
environment of N-atoms in the CN-groups was characterized by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at room temperature
(RT). Complementary density functional theory (DFT)
calculations are used to model possible supramolecular arrange-
ments (see Supporting Information (SI) for experimental and
computational details).
STM experiments, performed after deposition of enantiopure

(P)-1 or (M)-1 on Cu(111) held at 90 K, reveal assemblies that
are modified after heating to RT. STM images of enantiopure 1,
deposited on Cu(111) at 90 K, show a zigzag chain organization
for (P)-1 (Figure 2a,b) and (M)-1 (Figure 2c). With increasing
coverage, the well-separated zigzag chains (Figure 2a, ∼0.05
mol/nm2) evolve into irregular networks of chains and linear
supramolecular islands (Figure 2b,c; ∼0.17 and ∼0.15 mol/nm2,
respectively). Interestingly, we observe the directions of the
chains to be independent of the chirality sense of the constituent
molecules, namely along the directions rotated by 30° with
respect to the principal axis of the Cu(111) surface. Heating the
samples to RT and re-investigating by STM at 5 K reveals a
strongly modified morphology: only long and straight chains
occur, oriented along the same crystallographic directions as
before. The chain direction again does not change with chirality
sense ((P)-1, Figure 2d,e/(M)-1, Figure 2f). The evolution of
zigzag chains to linear chains has also been observed for the

racemic mixture (±)-1 (cf. Figure S1). Importantly, at increased
coverage, a new phase consists of large domains of parallel and
quasi equidistant linear chains (cf. Figure S2). We attribute this
to repulsive electrostatic interactions (Figure 2e,f; see also SI
sections 4 and 10), as similarly assigned for Cu-pyridyl
coordinated chains.15 These complex phenomenological changes
and the transition from chiral H-bonded zigzag chains to straight
linear chains with overall lack of chiral appearance (vide inf ra)
hint at modified chain binding motifs after annealing, in
agreement with CN-Cu-assisted on-surface assembly.16

The chain architecture critically depends on intermolecular
interactions. The zigzag structure of the chains formed at low
(90 K) sample temperature can be tentatively attributed to a
balance betweenH-bonding (C−H···NC) and vdW interactions.
We performed an XPS study to investigate the nature of the
interactions in the straight chain assembly. For this purpose, we
sublimed (P)-1 onto Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces kept at
300 K. The N1s binding energies of (P)-1 correspond to
398.85 eV for submonolayer coverage on Au(111) and 399.15 eV
for a multilayer on Cu(111) (cf. Figures 3 and S4). These values
correspond well with N1s XPS data for cyano substituents.17 The
significantly higher N1s binding energy (BE) for submonolayer
coverage of (P)-1 on Cu(111) (399.85 eV) evidences a different
chemical environment of the nitrogen. Further, only one N1s
peak is observed, revealing equal bonding of both CN groups.
Notably, the lone-pair of the N atom might interact with the Cu
substrate. However, sp-hybridization of the cyano nitrogen and
energetically favorable σ-donor complexation to a metal (M)
require a CN−M angle close to 180°. Thus, this arrangement
with both cyano groups simultaneously pointing to the surface is
barely feasible (cf. Figure 1). In the case of chemisorption of the
CN groups and absence of their coordination, a N1s peak at
lower BE would be expected.18 Our observation of the N1s at
higher BE provides experimental evidence for the involvement of
Cu adatoms in intermolecular bonding and chain formation,
supported by the STM manipulations and DFT calculations (cf.
Figure S7 and SI section 12).
To confirm the presence of Cu adatoms in the straight chain

architecture, we evaporated a trace amount (∼0.07 ML) of Cu
onto the submonolayer of (P)-1 on Au(111). In subsequently
acquired XPS data, the N1s BE is shifted from 398.85 to
399.65 eV (Figure 3a). STM measurements performed on the
same sample at 77 K show straight chains (Figure 3b).

Figure 2. Top: Transition, upon heating, of self-assembled chains of
enantiopure 1 created by deposition at low (a) and higher (b,c)
coverages of (a,b) (P)-1 or (c) (M)-1 on cold (90 K) Cu(111)
substrates. Here coverages are significantly smaller than in our previous
work.12 Bottom: Evolution of the chain morphology after heating to RT.
STM images of enantiopure dicyano[7]helicenes taken at 5 K (30 × 30
nm2, 25 pA, 1.2 V) reflect linear zigzag-shaped H-bonded self-assemblies
and the subsequent formation of elongated islands at increased coverage
created by deposition of (a,b) (P)-1 and (c) (M)-1 onto a Cu(111)
substrate held at 90 K. (d−f) Formation of highly ordered molecular
chains after annealing for 1 h at 300 K of the samples shown in (a−c).
Chains of both chirality senses, (P)-1 and (M)-1, are oriented 30° off the
Cu(111) high-symmetry directions (indicated by white stars in each
STM image).

Figure 3. (a) XPS of submonolayer coverage of (P)-1 on Cu(111)
(green) and Au(111) before (blue) and after (red) Cu addition. The
presence of Cu adatoms significantly increases the N1s BE, confirming
the formation of a Cu coordination complex. (b) STM image (35 × 35
nm2, 77 K) revealing Cu-coordinated (P)-1 chains on Au(111), oriented
along the linear domains of the herringbone reconstruction.20 (c) High-
resolution STM image (4.0 × 1.8 nm2, 77 K) of two neighboring chains
on the hcp-domain of the reconstructed Au(111) surface (cf. Figure S6).
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Conversely, in the absence of trace amounts of Cu, STM at 77 K
reveals only a 2D condensed phase (cf. Figure S5). These XPS
and STM data confirm spontaneous coordination of (P)-1 to Cu
adatoms on Au(111). Notably, the Cu-coordinated chains are
aligned along the herringbone reconstruction of the substrate
(Figure 3b). In particular, the pair of chains in closer proximity
(∼2 nm) can be located at the linear hcp-domains, and the single
chain follows the fcc-domains of the reconstruction (cf. Figures
3c and S6). Another interesting feature is the considerable
variation in the intermolecular distance when the chains reorient
by following the domains of the surface reconstruction. The
range of variation (∼1.2−1.5 nm ± 0.1 nm) is atypical for
coordination complexes andmay be attributed to the flexibility of
the helicene backbone.
The observation of straight or zigzag chains dependent on the

Cu(111) substrate temperature during deposition of (P)-1 or
(M)-1 is consistent with the above-described observations of the
Cu coordination occurring after deposition of Cu adatoms on
Au(111) held at RT. Notably, we observed the coexistence of
linear and zigzag chains after deposition of (P)-1 on Cu(111)
held at intermediate sample temperatures (∼130 K). The
availability of Cu adatoms from surface self-diffusion on Cu(111)
depends primarily on the temperature, among other factors. At
the substrate temperature used to generate zigzag chains (90 K),
the presence of Cu adatoms is significantly lowered;19 at further
elevated temperatures CN-Cu complexes modify the chain (SI
section 5).
An important question with regard to the chirality of the

building block relates to the degree of chirality transfer
observable in the two different architectures, namely the H-
bonded vs the Cu-coordinated chains of (P)-1 or (M)-1. The H-
bonded chains of homochiral molecules appear as imperfect
regular arrangement of dimers. However, far less defects occur in
the chain after coordination to Cu. This is attributed to the
thermodynamics of the system after being annealed, as well as to
higher BE of the coordination bonds in comparison to H-bonds.
Moreover, H-bonding can involve different aryl H atoms
resulting in an aperiodic chain.21 The most important difference
between the two chain architectures lies in the presence or
absence of mirror symmetry. For the H-bonded chains, the
chirality of enantiopure (P)-1 or (M)-1 is reflected in the H-
bonding pattern as mirroring of the dimers making the chain
(Figure 4a,c). In contrast, no such signature is observable after
Cu coordination where the apparent repetitive unit consists of a
single molecule only (Figure 4b,d).
DFT calculations were performed to complement the

experimental observations on (M)-1 for the H-bonded (Figure
4e) and Cu-coordinated chains (Figure 4f). The superimposed
simulated and experimental STM data show good agreement.
The calculations confirm the modification of the chain
architecture (Figure 4e,f, cf. Figures S7−S9) with the transition
of the bonding motif. As demonstrated in the side views in Figure
4e,f, the dimers of the H-bonded chain derive from close contact
interactions (H-bond, preferred to CN−Cu bonding and vdW)
between two helicene molecules, leading to two nonequivalent
positions of the CN groups involved in the bonding. This
nonequivalence implies that the chain exhibits a directional
sense, and re-orientation of different segments within one chain
is improbable due to the different angle formed by the CN groups
with respect to the substrate, as observed in Figure 4e. After Cu
coordination, this nonequivalence is lifted by the flexure of the
molecule to bind to the equidistant Cu adatoms. It seems that the
strong coordination bond forces the helicene into the inter-

adatom gap which is determined by the lattice registry. This
occurs for both enantiomers and also for the racemate (cf. Figure
S1). The intermolecular distances, determined from STM data,
increase from 1.00 nm for the H-bonded chains to 1.35 nm for
the Cu-coordinated chains. Experimental results and calculations
of the proposed models are in good qualitative and quantitative
agreement (SI section 9).
Concerning the chirality transfer in supramolecular on-surface

arrays, the two types of helicene chains provide a very interesting
model system: the same molecule forms two different chain
arrangements by either weak H-bonding or relatively stronger
coordination bonds. In this context, it is important to discuss the
intermolecular and molecule/substrate interactions with respect
to the orientation of the building blocks within the chain. Note
that all adsorbed helicenes of the same chirality sense can be
aligned in the same manner by mere rotation and translation.
Upon binding in a 1D chain, the CN groups are fixed to the
nearest-neighbor molecules and exhibit a CN “tail” and a CN
“head” with different angles with respect to the substrate. Thus,
different arrangements within one chain are possible. Due to the
geometric constraints of the H-bonded architecture, tail-to-tail
and head-to-head connections are more plausible than tail-to-
head connections. This preference is confirmed in the simulated
minimal energy arrangement (Figure 4e, cf. Figure S9). Further
evidence is provided by the regularity of chains formed from
enantiopure helicenes in comparison to the irregular arrange-
ment of the racemic H-bonded chain on the same substrate.
Switching the point symmetry (chirality sense) of the building

block from (P)-1 to (M)-1 leads to exact mirroring of the self-
assembled H-bonded chains: the characteristic “dimers”
recognized in the STM data are symmetry-inverted. The overall
“chain direction” with respect to the surface, however, remains
the same. We attribute this observation to the high symmetry of
the chain directions, i.e. ⟨112 ̅⟩ family of directions, which are
mapped onto themselves upon symmetry inversion. After Cu
coordination of the enantiopure (P)-1 or (M)-1, the character-

Figure 4. STM images (5.4 nm× 3.2 nm) of (a) (P)-1 and (c) (M)-1 on
Cu(111) reveal a mirror-image appearance in H-bonded chains. After
coordination with Cu adatoms, the chains have a similar appearance
(b,d). Transition from one bonding motif to the other occurs upon
annealing for 1 h at 300 K. Simulated STM images (marked by yellow
dashed rectangles) of (c) H-bonded and (d) Cu-coordinated chains are
superimposed onto the experimental ones. (e,f) DFT models for H-
bonded and metal-coordinated (M)-1 chains.
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istic image of the chain is modified, and two different orientations
of the building blocks in the chain arrangement can be observed.
These orientations are observed in random distribution, so all
possible combinations occur: head−head, head−tail, and tail−
tail (Figure S12). This behavior indicates that the coordination
bond, unlike the H-bond, does not differentiate head−tail, head−
head, and tail−tail connections; thus, we do not observe mirror-
image patterns in enantiopure Cu-coordinated chains. The
racemic helicene forms Cu-coordinated chains along the same
⟨112 ̅⟩ directions. Stereoselectivity, a key factor in the assembly of
the H-bonded chain, becomes negligible due to the strong
influence of the metal coordination bond. This is confirmed in
the numerical calculations by the limited flexure in H-bonded
chains leading to nonequivalent bonding and by the considerable
flexure of the helicenes after the stronger coordination bond is
formed. This stronger binding in the chain (i) flexes helicenes,
(ii) directs the chain formation despite small energy differences
stemming from the different binding motifs (i.e., 32 for a
racemate), and (iii) overcomes nonequivalences in the molecular
footprint of helicene on the corrugated substrate between the
adatoms.
In general, molecular superstructures comprised of chiral

elements on any surface give rise to mirror-inverted structures
when the element of opposite chirality sense is used.2 Our work
demonstrates a remarkable exception, as the direction of helicene
chains is independent of the chirality sense (P or M) of the
molecular building blockneither in the case of the H-bonded
nor the Cu-coordinated chain. However, locally we observe that
the symmetry of the H-bonded dimers is mirrored when the
helicene of opposite chirality sense is used. By Cu coordination,
the tolerance to symmetry and registry defects is observed to
increase considerably. Thus, no spontaneous resolution is
expected for 1D arrangements formed by Cu coordination. In
conclusion, the complexity of intermolecular interactionsin
the present case flexibility and weaker H-bonding vs stronger Cu
coordinationsignificantly affects the possibility of chiral
recognition and spontaneous resolution.
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1. General Methods 

 

STM. Our investigations were carried out in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) with a base 

pressure of 5×10−11 mbar, equipped with low-temperature scanning tunneling 

microscope (STM), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), facilities for substrate 

preparation, and molecule deposition. Atomically flat Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces 

were made by repeated cycles of 1000 eV Ar+ bombardment at 300 K and subsequent 

annealing at 800 K. To form self-assembled structures of 6,13-dicyano[7]helicene (1) 

molecules, enantiomerically pure (P)-1, (M)-1, and racemic (±)-1 were deposited by 

thermal evaporation from commercial Kentax equipment (Kentax GmbH, Germany) 

on the substrates held at 90 K or 298 K. Glass crucibles with compound 1 were 

heated up for sublimation to approximately 450 K. The amount of molecular 

adsorbate was controlled by means of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCMB). STM 

images were obtained in a constant current mode (typical tunneling current 25 pA, 

sample bias 1.2 V) at 5 K and 77 K. Probe tips were made from Pt-Ir wire (90% Pt, 

10% Ir) by means of simple mechanical cutting and cleaned by subsequent 

sputtering. 

 

XPS. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed in 

the Laboratory for Micro- and Nano-technology at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI; 

vide supra). The facility provides all required systems for the surface preparation, 

molecule and metal deposition, and analysis techniques like XPS and STM. XPS 

(Monochromatic Al K X-rays) energy resolution gives 1.0 eV full width at half 

maximum (FWHM). The energy calibration was performed using a Au reference. All 

XP spectra were obtained at 300 K. 

  

DFT. Our calculations were carried out using the CP2K package.1 We exploited the 

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA exchange-correlation functional2 and corrected 

with a semi-empirical dispersion potential3. We utilized the Gaussian and plane-wave 

(GPW) hybrid basis set, namely, the DZVP basis set for Cu and the TZV2P basis for 

H, N, C and O; all basis sets are optimized for molecular systems.4 Ions were 

represented through the norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the Goedecker-Teter-

Hutter (GTH) type.5 To describe the substrate, we use the repeated slab approach. 
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The metallic substrate in the simulation cells consists of 4 atomic layers. The size of 

super-cells is detailed below for the different cases.c In geometry optimizations only 

two outermost surface layers are relaxed to preserve a bulk-like region in the slab. 

 

 

2. Racemic 6,13-Dicyano[7]helicene ((±)-1) 

 

Comparison of the behavior of (P)-1, (M)-1, and (±)-1 reveal similar behaviour of 

self-assembly on the Cu(111) substrate investigated by STM. Deposition of (±)-1 

onto the Cu(111) surface at 90 K results in the formation of worm-like H-bonded 

chains, randomly distributed over the surface along the same directions, rotated 30° 

with respect to the principal Cu(111) axis (Fig. S1a). The architecture of the chains 

contains ‘dimeric’ building blocks (Fig. S1a, inset), which are aligned along the 

principal Cu(111) axis, marked by yellow lines (Fig. 1a).  

 

 

Figure S1. STM images at 5 K: (a) (±)-1 deposited on Cu(111) at 90 K forms H-
bonded chains. Inset: The irregular appearance of the chain is attributed to 
homochiral and heterochiral segments due to irregular arrangement of the 
enantiomers from the racemate. b) The same sample after annealing at 300 K for 1 h; 
complexation to Cu adatoms occurs. The formed chains follow directions rotated by 
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30° with respect to the Cu(111) principal axis (marked by the yellow star). Inset: The 
Cu coordination forces the racemic helicene in a straighter chain. (c) DFT models for 
a homochiral  H-bonded chain (left) and alternatively, a heterochiral H-bonded chain 
(right): the brighter (darker) parts represent higher (lower) parts of the chains. The 
brighter parts suggest a different STM-appearance of the heterochiral chain in 
comparison to the homochiral chain which explains the irregular appearance of the 
randomly sorted chain observed in the experiment 
 
Annealing for 1 h at 300 K leads to coordination to Cu adatoms generated by the 

substrate (see also Chapter 5 of the SI). Through coordination, the H-bonded chains 

transform into the linear Cu-coordinated 1D-arrangements (Fig. S1b). From Fig. S1b 

it can also be seen that the molecular coverage is not sufficiently high for the 

formation of long-range ordered domains. Reasons for the ordering into quasi-

equidistant parallel chains at increased coverages are described later in the SI 

(Chapters 4, 10). Additionally, the presence of a small amount of impurities on the 

surface must be taken into account as an additional factor that can block the growth 

of the chain. 

Important to note that ‘dimers’ inside of the H-bonded racemic (±)-1 chain (Fig. S1a) 

do not look as well-pronounced zig-zag, as in the case of the enantiomerically pure 

assembly ((±)-1 (Fig. S1a vs. (P)-1 Fig. 4a; (M)-1 Fig. 4c). We have performed the 

DFT-calculations (see details in the Chapter 9 of the SI) to explain this effect. 

Interestingly, we found that a heterochiral chain, i.e. …(M-)(P-)(M-)(P-)… , is more 

stable than a homochiral chain …(M-)(M-)(M-)(M-)… (Fig. S1c). This leads to a 

better alignment of the more elevated parts of molecules 1 and reduces the effect of 

the well-pronounced zig-zag appearance in the STM-images.  
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3. Large-scale STM-image of (M)-1  

 

Increasing the coverage of (M)-1 on Cu(111) leads to parallel chains that exhibit 

long-range order on the surface. The large-scale STM-image at 5 K reveals the 

domain of Cu-coordinated chains of (M)-1 aligned in the directions rotated by 30° 

with respect to the Cu(111) principal axes (Fig. S2). 

  

 

Figure S2. STM image (400 nm x 400 nm) taken at 5 K: Long-range ordered domain 
of Cu-coordinated parallel chains of (M)-1. Principal axes of Cu(111) are marked by 
the yellow cross. 
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4. Parallel arrangement of the Cu-coordinated chains  

  

We observe a transition of the 1 self-assembly from the zig-zag shaped to long 

straight Cu-coordinated chains upon heating for 1h at RT (Fig. 2 in the main text). 

Interestingly, the latter phase becomes highly ordered and leads to extended domains 

of parallel quasi-equidistant chains (Fig. S2). Large-scale domains of parallel chains 

have been reported earlier in the literature and were mostly attributed to surface 

commensurability6–10 or alignment by steps on high-index substrates.11 In the present 

case of quasi equidistant chains on Cu(111), we assign the alignment to registry with 

the substrate and the equidistance to a presence of a repulsive interaction,12 which 

could either stem from Coulomb forces or from surface state-mediated long-range 

interactions.13 To assign the dominant mechanism, we have analyzed the chain 

separation statistically (Fig. S3a) within two molecular coverages. At a coverage of 

~0.150 mol nm–2 of (P)-1 on Cu(111) (Fig. S3b), measurements were done at 77 K. 

The spacing between the chains was analyzed within defect-free domains, 

perpendicular to the chains.  

  

 

Figure S3. (a) Relative frequency vs. inter-chain distance for neighboring parallel 
chains. Histograms were plotted for two different coverages and reveal mainly a 
single broad peak in each case (red plot: ~0.162 mol/nm2 (M)-1, corresponding to 
STM image (c) at 5K (60 nm x 30 nm); blue plot: ~0.150 mol/nm2 (P)-1, 
corresponding to STM image (b) at 77K (60 nm x 30 nm). The main driving force for 
the parallel arrangement is assigned to repulsive electrostatic interactions. The blue 
dashed lines in (a) represent the surface registry of Cu(111).  
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The STM tip has more interaction with the chain during the measurement at 77 K 

(streaks along the molecules on the STM images (Fig. S3b)) than at 5 K (Fig S3c), 

and as a result, the deviation in the inter-chain distance from the equal spacing occurs 

more often. However we can still detect the most frequent inter-chain distance (≈ 4.9 

nm) from a frequency vs. distance histogram (Fig.S3, blue points). A similar analysis, 

including more data points for a sample of (M)-(–)-1 on Cu(111) with slightly higher 

coverage (Fig. S3c), is shown in (Fig. S3a, red line). Note that samples of different 

chirality sense can be compared due to identical self-assembling behavior at sub-ML 

coverage. The plot exhibits mainly one intensive peak in this case as well (average 

interchain distance of 4.45 nm). The grid of blue dashed lines (Fig. 3a) reproduces 

the neighbor-to-neighbor atom distance on the Cu(111) surface. The data points in 

the histogram agree quite well ( +-0.1nm) to the expected registry with the Cu 

substrate as marked by the grid of blue dashed lines.The histogram of the STM data 

taken at 77K (blue dots in Fig. S3) exhibits a wider peak in comparison to the 

histogram of the data taken at 5K. The histogram (cf. Fig. S3) exhibits only a single 

peak which moves to shorter inter-chain distances with increasing coverage. Notably, 

no discrete favored distances apart from the substrate registry have been observed, as 

would be expected for a surface-state mediated ordering mechanism. Therefore, we 

attribute the equidistant ordering of the chains to electrostatic interactions (also 

supported by calculations, see chapter 10 of SI), which appear only after heating of 

the samples. 

 

5. Availability of Cu adatoms and formation of Cu-CN complex 

 

The changing chain morphology after heating as well as the modified ordering 

behavior at elevated temperatures hints at a transition of the main bonding motif, as 

was already pointed out in the main text (Fig. 2, 4). The influence of the Cu(111) 

substrate temperature on the architecture of the chains can be explained by the 

significant difference in the availability of free Cu adatoms on the surface and the 

consequent formation of CN-Cu adatom coordination complexes. Different threshold 

temperatures for the availability of native Cu adatoms by the Cu(111) surface have 

been reported.12,14–18 Note that depending on the reactive functional group involved 

(e.g. carboxy, amino, imino), chemical reactions such as dehydrogenation may be 
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required before coordination to form a chain or network.19–22 Moreover, even for CN-

Cu complexes forming on the Cu(111) surface, the reported temperatures at which 

coordination occurs - differ significantly (180–300 K).15,17,18 Hence, a number of 

additional factors deserve attention here to explain this variation in the temperature: i) 

the presence or absence of impurities modifying the rate of adatom generation,23–25 ii) 

the possible removal of adatoms from step-edges and kinks by the direct interaction 

of the ad-molecules with these specific sites at temperatures below the threshold 

temperature for adatom generation, and iii) the coverage dependence of adatom and 

ad-molecule diffusion due to the progressively increased fractional occupancy of 

nearest neighbor sites. 

 

6. XPS of a multilayer of (P)-1 on Au(111) 

 

Measurement of a reference value for the binding energy (BE) of the N1s in 1, as 

well as sublimation control were performed by XPS on multilayered (P)-(+)-1 on 

Au(111). In the C1s core level spectra, two peaks corresponding to the aromatic and 

the cyano group carbon atoms are observed (Fig. S4a). According to the chemical 

formula C30H16(CN)2, one peak is expected for N1s and two peaks for C1s (15:1, 

small peak at higher BE) with a C:N ratio of 16:1, which was experimentally 

confirmed (Fig. S4 a,b). The binding energy is lower for helicenes 1 adsorbed on 

Au(111) as compared to Cu(111). 

  

 

Figure S4. XPS references for a multilayer of (P)-1 on Au(111): (a) C1s and (b) N1s 
spectra. The 16:1 ratio expected on stoichiometric grounds for C and N is observed 
experimentally. (c) XPS reference for a multilayer of (P)-1 on Cu(111): N1s 
spectrum.  
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7. Condensed phase of (P)-1 on Au(111) 

 

A condensed phase of (P)-1 is observed on Au(111) at 77 K (Fig. S5a). Mobility of 1 

on this surface is higher than on Cu(111), the nucleated islands that occur at low 

temperature are not very stable and require gentle scanning parameters (relatively low 

scanning speed <50 nm/s, tunnel current <40 pA; bias voltage 1.4 V) to avoid 

rearrangement of the edges of the islands or, as observed in some cases, hopping of 

the molecule to the tip. The main contributing binding motifs can be attributed to H-

bonding and van-der-Waals forces. As can be observed, the structure of the islands 

has well-ordered row character, and each row consists of (P)-1 ‘dimers’ (marked by 

green dashed circles on Fig. S5b).  

  

 

Figure S5. STM images of (P)-1 at 77 K: (a) H-bonded island on Au(111), row 
structure is observed in the arrangement; (b) zoom of different islands, revealing the 
formation of dimers (marked by green dashed circles) with an intermolecular distance 
d = 1.0 nm ± 0.2 nm. 
 
The structure observed in the H-bonded islands is similar to that observed at full 

monolayer coverage on Cu(111).26 
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8. Orientation of the Cu-coordinated (P)-1 chains on Au(111) 

 

It is well known that the surface of Au(111) reconstructs in the herringbone structure. 

The fcc stacking of the bulk alternates with narrower reconstructed hcp stacking 

regions. The domain boundaries between these two regions appear bright because the 

gold atoms are lifted by few tenths of an Å due to the absent registry in this area. 

STM images suggest that (P)-1 chains use the reconstructed gold surface as a 

template and follow the herringbone structure (Fig. S6). 

 

 

Figure S6. (a) STM micrograph (77 K) of Cu-coordinated chains of (P)-1 on 
Au(111). (b) STM zoom (79.4 nm x 51.5 nm) of the green dashed area of (a) with 
overlaid theoretical Au(111) herringbone reconstruction (blue mesh, representing the 
spacing of the fcc/hcp domain boundaries). (c) Cross-section (cf. blue solid line in 
(b)) over two different domains, with highlighted fcc regions and repetition patterns. 
Indication of fcc and hcp regions as in (b). 
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STM data of (P)-1 (Fig. S6) confirm that the chains follow the soliton walls of 

herringbone-reconstructed Au(111), which are marked by superimposed blue dashed 

mesh (Fig. S6b). This mesh, based on the theoretical values for the herringbone 

structure, matches very well with the observed arrangement of molecules, which is 

supported by the experimental inter-chain distances (see blue profile in Fig. S6c). 

Even though two different domains bridged by a defect area, sizes and directions of 

the alternating fcc and hcp regions still fit. We measured a total average distance of 

61.5 Å between repetitive units, which is, within the margin of tolerance of our STM, 

in good agreement with the distance of repetitive units of the pure gold reconstruction 

(63 Å).27 Also, the width of the fcc region (38 Å)28 matches well the distance 

between two “double” chains of 1 (we measure a total average of 39 Å). In the fcc 

region, additional single chains of 1 are observed. The latter are shifted from the 

fcc/hcp domain boundaries of the Au(111)(22x√ 3) surface reconstruction, but 

nevertheless, follow the herringbone reconstruction. Not only from the geometric but 

also from an energetic point of view these chains fit in the fcc region. It is reported in 

the literature that fcc is an electron-poor, and hcp an electron-rich region.28 On the 

other hand, a higher mobility was observed by STM for single as compared to double 

chains. This could be explained by the expected lower mechanical stability or the less 

favorable electronic interactions with the fcc surface. 

It is important to note that the intermolecular distance inside the chain varies 

significantly by ~12÷15 Å ± 1 Å (see main text of MS), and corresponds well to the 5 

÷ 6 neighbour-neighbour atomic distances (the NN distance along the reconstruction 

is ~ 2.7 Å), depending on the selected region (5x NNd = 13.5 Å; 6x NNd = 16.2 Å), 

straight part of the reconstruction or an elbow. In comparison, a distance from 

molecule to molecule inside the chain on Cu(111) is around 13 Å± 1 Å, which 

corresponds to 6 neighbour-neighbour atomic distances (NNd = 2.25 Å).   
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9. DFT Calculations 

 

Single (M)-(–)-1 Molecules 

 

Based on geometric considerations, 1 has a “face-on” (“lying”) adsorption geometry 

on surfaces due to the considerable interaction between π-orbitals of the aromatic 

rings and the metallic surface, as was already shown for a non-functionalized 

[7]helicene on Cu(111).29 Additionally, cyano (-CN) groups of an adsorbate may 

strongly bind to a surface atom forming an anchoring point, as seen for example for 

tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane on Cu(111), tetracyanoethylene on Cu(100), or 

1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitrile on Ag(111).30–32 Based on these 

findings, three different binding modes for (M)-1 were computed by DFT 

calculations (Figure S7). After the introduciton of two Cu adatoms on Cu(111) the 

following situations were considered: 

1). The adatoms do not coordinate to the cyano groups, that are both bound to the 

surface (Fig. S7, left). 

2). Two adatoms coordinate to CN groups (Fig. S7, right). 

The calculated structures are displayed in Fig. S7 together with their relative total 

energies of 1.4 eV and 0.0 eV. The adsorption energy of a helicene molecule in the 

configuration S7a amounts to 2.56 eV. Our calculations confirm that the energetically 

most favorable structure has both cyano groups coordinated to Cu adatoms.  

 

Figure S7. DFT-calculated structure of a single (M)-1 molecule on Cu(111) in the 
presence of two Cu adatoms: (a): CN groups directly coordinated to the surface; (b) 
coordinated to one Cu adatom; (b): cyano groups coordinated to two Cu adatoms. 
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From the calculations, we conclude that the molecule gains 1.4 eV through a 

geometrically more favorable coordination to the Cu-adatoms, even though the 

helical backbone is significantly bent. 

The same type of calculations was applied to a single molecule (M)-1 adsorbed on 

Au(111) and similar results were found. 

  

 

 

 

H-bonded and Cu-coordinated chains  

 

We have performed calculations on the possible models for the H-bonded and Cu-

coordinated chains in the way described below. First, we consider a situation in 

which the adsorbate is not coordinated to Cu adatoms on Cu(111). For the face-on 

helicene geometry, we proposed two possible chain structures based on CN…HC(Ar) 

hydrogen bonding (Fig. S8 

), and taking as building block the structure of the isolated helicene molecule directly 

bound to the surface (Fig. S7a). If we denote the CN group parallel to the surface as 

“tail” and the other one (which is forced to bend toward the surface) as “head”, the 

following minimum energy models were obtained: 1)....-tail-head-tail-head-... 

structure, in which the center-to-center distance between two molecules in the unit 

cell corresponding in both cases to energy minima is about 5 Å along the y direction 

and 11.5 Å  along the chain direction. The latter case clearly resembles the 

"dimerization effect observed by STM on Cu(111). 
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Figure S8. Proposed models (top view and side view) for the H-bonded 

dicyanohelicene chains in the vacuum. Binding energies per molecule are plotted 

below for the geometry of single face-on molecules at the Cu(111) surface. L/2 is the 

intermolecular center-to-center distance along the x-direction; L is the size of the unit 

cell, which contains two molecules (M)-1 along the x-direction; δy is the 

intermolecular N…N distance along the y-direction. The small stars indicate the 

position of the minima in the potential energy surfaces. 

 
Subsequently, we investigated chains of the type "zig-zag" (Fig. S8b) when placed on 

a Cu(111) surface with full structural optimization. Depending on the initial 

conditions, we found two distinct minima with slightly different geometry. In one 

case (Fig. S9, bottom panel, red molecule) one of the two CN groups for each 

molecule binds to the surface. In the other, more favorable case (Fig S9, top panel, 
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blue molecule) all CN groups are hydrogen bonded to the neighbors. The competition 

between deformation, bonding to the surface, van der Waals interactions is subtle and 

lead to an energy gain of 0.13 eV per pair of molecules, with a total interaction 

energy gain of 0.2 eV per pair. The fully hydrogen bonded chain also shows a more 

distinct dimerized STM footprint, in agreement with the experiment, and we favor 

this model for the low-temperature phase (see Fig. 4 in the main text). A more 

detailed study of the possible chains including the effects of substrate registry and 

relative orientation is in progress to completely rule out other bonding mechanisms. 

The calculated intermolecular center-to-center distances (10 Å) and the length of the 

H-bond (2.7 Å on average) are in agreement with the experimental data.  

Finally, the geometry of the fully Cu adatom coordinated chains was computed. The 

calculated intermolecular center-to-center distances within a chain amount to 13.4 Å 

and the N-Cu-N angle to 91°.  

Calculated coordinates were used to simulate the STM images for the H-bonded and 

Cu-coordinated case (cf. Fig. 4 c, d of the main text). 

 

Figure S9. Optimized structures of the chain models, with different bonding 

mechanisms: fully hydrogen bonded, the most energetically favorable (above) and 

mixed hydrogen and surface bonded (below). The N atoms are highlighted in both 

lateral views. 
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10. Electrostatic interactions 

Two parallel chains with a spacing R are considered, and the quantities to be 

determined are the van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic interactions between them. 

For reasons of simplicity, we shall consider the interactions between a molecule A 

plus the Cu adatom bound to A (note that in the considered Cu-coordinated chains, 

Cu adatoms and dicyanohelicene molecules occur in a 1:1 ratio, and a Cu adatom 

bound to it) in one chain and all the molecules B in another chain. The distance 

between A and B is  

where n = −∞, ..., −1, 0, 1, ..., +∞. (Fig. S10) 

Given coefficients C6 of all the chemical elements involved, it is straightforward to 

calculate the vdW potential between two molecules. Since the inter-chain distance is 

large (ca. 5 nm) classical electrostatic interactions are considered, as following. 

 

Figure S10. Parallel chains: R is the inter-chain distance, ∆x is intermolecular 

distance in a chain.  

 

First, we consider the partial atomic charge on each atom of the molecule. These 

atomic charges are calculated in the Cu-coordinated chain on Cu(111), using the 

Bader analysis.33,34 Once a set of atomic charges {qreal} is known, the charge-charge 

interactions between molecule A and molecules B are given by: 

 

 
where Vreal is the Coulomb interaction of these charges and, Vim the Coulomb 

potential when image charges are taken into account.  
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We have 

 

 
where A refers to molecule A, B(n) refers to molecules B, rij is the distance between 

charges i and j. Next, 

 
the image charge qim = −qreal, and the image plane is chosen 1.16 Å above Cu(111)35. 

 
For R > 4 nm, our calculations show that the van der Waals potential is smaller than 

the point charge potentials by three orders of magnitude, and we neglect this 

contribution. 

Since the surface mediated potential was already ruled out as the original for the 

equidistance of the parallel chains, we conclude that electrostatic repulsion should 

play the major role in defining the interchain interactions (Fig. S11).  

 

 
Figure S11. Electrostatic potentials between a single molecule and a chain plotted as 

a function of their distance R. 
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11. Two molecular orientations inside of Cu-coordinated (M)-1 chain  

High resolution STM-images reveal two possible molecular orientations within a 

chain of Cu-coordinated dicyanohelicenes (Fig. S12a). The observation of head-to-

tail next to head-to-head and tail-to-tail interconnections shows that flipped 

molecules can occur within the self-assembled chains of Cu-coordinated enantiopure 

(M)-1 (Fig. S12a). Two possible molecular orientations are marked by arrows of 

different colours and directions for better visualization (yellow and blue arrows on 

Fig. S12a). Schematic representation of (M)-1 flipped molecule, highlighted by a red 

rectangle, in the chain is shown in Fig. S12b. 

 
Figure S12. (a) Two possible orientations of (M)-1 within Cu-coordinated 
dicyanohelicene chains on Cu(111) are seen by high resolution STM at 5 K (19.99 
nm x 15.36 nm); (b) Schematic representation of a flipped molecule (red rectangle) 
within a Cu-coordinated chain of (M)-1. 
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12. Involvement of Cu adatoms in the CN-Cu complex 

 

Straight parallel chains on the Cu(111) substrate contain molecules (M)-1 which are 

interlinked via CN-Cu-adatom coordination complexation. This assignment is 

supported by XPS and STM evidence (see main text of the manuscript) and, 

additionally, by STM manipulation experiments of the chains. 

We performed 2 types of manipulation experiments: 1) across the molecule  to slide 

the chain on the surface; 2) across the interconnection between 2 molecules – to cut 

single molecule for the STM imaging (Fig. S13). Manipulation experiments were 

performed with the feed-back loop switched off at typical tunneling parameters: 

500pA; 5mV. 

 

Figure S13 Manipulation experiments of the straight Cu-coordinated (M)-1 chain on 
Cu(111) surface in line with the axes of the chain (yellow arrow) and across the CN-
Cu bond between molecules (blue arrow) result in sliding of the chain as a whole 
(marked by the yellow dashed oval) and separated single molecules for the STM 
imaging (green dotted circles and green frame in-set), respectively.  
 
Interestingly, lateral manipulation with the STM tip across the molecule leads to 

sliding of the chain. The manipulated chain, which remains intact in this sequence, 

provides additional experimental evidence (see XPS and STM in MS) for the 

presence of Cu-adatoms inside the chains of molecules (M)-1 interlinked via Cu-CN 

complexation.  
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Controlling the dimensionality of on-surface coordination 
polymers via endo- or exoligation 

Summary:  

In this study we report on a new metal-specific on-surface reaction, occurring between amino-
functionalized perylene derivative (4,9-diaminoperylene-quinone-3,10-diimine (DPDI)) and 
transition metal adatoms (Co, Fe, Ni, Cu). Surprisingly, we find that the precursor molecule 
undergoes different dehydrogenation steps depending on the supplied transition metal adatom: 
 -H2 (with Co, Fe, Ni) and -3H2 (with Cu). Consequently, the modified molecule can be 
triggered to either act as an endo- or as an exo-ligand. The selected metal controls the stage of 
dehydrogenation of the building block precursor and thereby defines the dimensionality of the 
coordination polymer (1D or 2D). These findings present a new alternative way to control self-
assembled molecular architectures at surfaces. 

Manuscript [[2]] has been published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society in 2014. 
Contribution of Aneliia Shchyrba: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, XPS, 
NEXAFS), analysed the data, wrote the manuscript.  

Reprinted with permission from [Aneliia Shchyrba et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2014, 136 (26), 
9355–9363]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.  
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ABSTRACT: The formation of on-surface coordination
polymers is controlled by the interplay of chemical reactivity
and structure of the building blocks, as well as by the
orientating role of the substrate registry. Beyond the
predetermined patterns of structural assembly, the chemical
reactivity of the reactants involved may provide alternative
pathways in their aggregation. Organic molecules, which are
transformed in a surface reaction, may be subsequently trapped
via coordination of homo- or heterometal adatoms, which may
also play a role in the molecular transformation. The amino-
functionalized perylene derivative, 4,9-diaminoperylene qui-
none-3,10-diimine (DPDI), undergoes specific levels of
dehydrogenation (−1 H2 or −3 H2) depending on the nature
of the present adatoms (Fe, Co, Ni or Cu). In this way, the molecule is converted to an endo- or an exoligand, possessing a
concave or convex arrangement of ligating atoms, which is decisive for the formation of either 1D or 2D coordination polymers.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic and metal−organic networks1−18 generated on metal
surfaces have been shown to alter the electronic properties of
the substrate and to serve as templates for the formation of
host−guest complexes,19−26 giving rise to complex forms of
aggregation.
The mechanisms of on-surface reactions may differ

significantly from those in solution,27 thereby creating the
opportunity to explore new “on-surface phenomena”.28

Coordination between organic molecular ligands and metal
adatoms,12,29−38 on one hand, and on-surface coupling and
breaking of covalent bonds,18,28,39−58 on the other, have both
been found to give rise to stable, well-ordered structures. There
are thus several levels of chemical transformations and bonding
interactions determining the assembly of molecular on-surface
structures. Through reaction with surface adatoms, the building
block or synthon can be modified prior to coordinative
polymerization, as exemplified by the deprotonation of COOH
to the ligating COO− in carboxylate-based surface coordination
polymers.35,59−61 In previous work, the nature of the metal

adatom exhibited only a minor influence on the topology of the
2D layer,62−64 which is commonly predicted on the basis of the
organic ligand only.
In this work, we demonstrate how two nitrogen-containing

functional groups in a polycyclic aromatic architecture undergo
modification depending on the specific reactivity of the
available metal adatoms. Previously, we reported the formation
of a highly stable porous network upon deposition of 4,9-
diaminoperylene quinone-3,10-diimine (DPDI) onto a
Cu(111) surface and subsequent annealing.65 A closer
inspection of the transformation of this planar organic molecule
has revealed that it undergoes thermal dehydrogenation
generating deh-DPDI (−1 H2) and, potentially, subsequent
ring closure and further dehydrogenation to the polyazocyclic
compound 3deh-DPDI (−3 H2) (Figure 1).
Whereas deh-DPDI may act as a chelating endoligand on a

metal surface, coordinating single metal atoms or forming 1D
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chain structures, the diazo units at both ends in 3deh-DPDI
may bridge metal centers, rendering the latter a bridging
exoligand capable of forming 2D coordination networks. We
will show that the observed reactivity and thus the degree of
dehydrogenative conversion is specifically determined by the
co-deposited or substrate-supplied transition metal adatoms.
The geometry of the resulting coordination polymer depends
also on the type (Au or Cu) and crystal index ((111), (100)) of
the substrate.
In this report, we focus on the assembly of on-surface

coordination polymers by a two-stage reactive dehydrogenation
of the amine and imine functional groups in DPDI. To
investigate the impact of transition metal adatoms on the
transformation of the building block and on the formed
coordination architecture, we employ a broad portfolio of
surface analytical techniques: scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), near-edge X-
ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements in
combination with density functional theory (DFT) computa-
tional modeling.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All samples were prepared and investigated under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions with a base pressure of ∼10−10 mbar. The crystal
substrates were cleaned by cycles of sputtering with Ar+ ions and
subsequent annealing to ∼450 °C. The molecules were deposited on
the surface by means of thermal evaporation at ∼240 °C from a
commercial evaporator (Kentax GmbH, Germany) and metal adatoms
by e-beam evaporator (Oxford Applied Research, United Kingdom).
The amount of the sublimed compound was controlled by a quartz
crystal microbalance.
STM images were obtained at 5 K, 77 K, or at room temperature

(RT) in constant current mode (typical tunneling current 20−50 pA),
and the sample bias was selected in the range of 5 mV to 3 V, such that
the molecules appear in high contrast. Scanning probe tips were made
from Pt−Ir wire (90% Pt, 10% Ir) and cleaned by sputtering with Ar+

ions.

XPS was used to estimate the coverage of DPDI and to verify the
stoichiometry after deposition. Also by XPS, the element-specific
chemical environment (analysis of C1s and N1s signatures), in
particular, the coordination of DPDI with different metal adatoms, was
tracked. A monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source was used. The
instrumental setup gives a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
1.0 eV. The energy calibration was performed using a Au(111)
reference. All XPS data were obtained at RT, and the spectra were
recorded in normal emission unless stated otherwise.

The NEXAFS measurements were performed on samples held at
RT at the Surfaces/Interfaces: Microscopy (SIM) beamline of the
Swiss Light Source (SLS) using total electron yield acquisition mode.66

The spectra were divided by the background obtained on the clean
substrate and normalized to pre-edge. The fitting analysis of the
spectra was performed by asymmetric Gaussian functions with linearly
increasing FWHM for higher photon energies.67 The onset of the
ionization potential was fitted by a broadened step function.

Periodic DFT modeling was performed with the VASP code68 using
the projector-augmented wave method69 for describing ion-core
interactions. The van der Waals interactions were included using the
van der Waals density functional,70 while local correlation was
described by local density approximations (LDA). The semilocal
exchange was described in the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) using an optimized form of the Becke 86 functional.71

The Cu(111) surface was modeled by a four-layered slab separated
by 15 Å of vacuum, with a p(10 × 10) surface unit cell for the 3deh-
DPDI honeycomb network, as previously determined.65 For the deh-
DPDI chains, we used the unit cell illustrated in Figure S7 of
Supporting Information (SI), which gave the most stable structure
(see SI for calculations with other unit cells). The calculated lattice
constant, obtained with the methods described here, of 3.598 Å was
used. In all calculations, the plane waves were expanded to a kinetic
energy cutoff of 500 eV. For the honeycomb network, the first
Brillouin zone was sampled by the Γ point only, while for the Co-
coordinated deh-DPDI chains, a 3 × 2 k-point sampling was used. All
structures were structurally optimized until the residual forces of all
atoms, except for the bottom two layers of the slab, kept fixed, were
smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.

Simulated core-level shifts were obtained by comparing total energy
differences between core-ionized and ground state systems. The total
energies of core-ionized systems were computed by using a core-
ionized PAW potential for the core-ionized atom as described by
Köhler and Kresse.72

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dehydrogenation of DPDI and Endo/Exoligand
Formation, Controlled by the Type of Adatoms Present
on the Surface. First, we investigated the dehydrogenation of
adsorbed DPDI on Cu surfaces. The changes in the chemical
environment of N upon reaction of DPDI with adatoms were
monitored by XPS (N1s peak) and are represented in Figure 2.
Unreacted DPDI, after deposition on Cu(111) and Cu(100)
substrates, gives rise to two peaks in the N1s spectrum
corresponding to the coexisting amino (∼399.4 eV) and imino
group (∼397.5 eV) (Figure 2a; cf. Figure S1 in SI). The
observed XPS peak positions correspond well to the values
reported in the literature (see XPS values in Tables S1 and S2
of the SI).73,74 In spite of the 1:1 stoichiometry between amino
and imino nitrogen, we observe unequal intensities of the
amine and imine peak even in the native multilayer (cf. Figure
S3). We tentatively attribute this to intramolecular hydrogen
bonding (−NH2···N, cf. Figure 1a) which has been found to
yield significant peak shifts75,76 and potentially photoelectron
scattering effects.77 The position of the observed N1s peaks of
the DPDI monolayer on Cu(111) corresponds well to the XPS
data of the DPDI multilayer, indicating that neither
dehydrogenation nor Cu coordination occurs at RT (Figure

Figure 1. Dehydrogenation of DPDI to a quinoidal bisimino form
deh-DPDI, which may act as an endoligand on a metal surface, and
further cyclization and dehydrogenation resulting in triply dehydro-
genated DPDI (3deh-DPDI) (a). In the latter, the diazo units may act
as bridging ligands between metal centers, rendering 3deh-DPDI an
exoligand capable of forming 2D coordination networks (b).
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S3). Even after deposition of Cu adatoms onto the monolayer
of DPDI on Cu(111), there is no significant modification of the
chemical environment of N as monitored by the N1s peaks (cf.
Figure S4 in SI). Thus, DPDI remains unreacted irrespective of
whether it is adsorbed on Cu at RT or whether higher thermal
energy adatoms from a sublimation source are provided.
Annealing to 300 °C promotes a chemical transformation of

DPDI on the Cu(111) and Cu(100) substrates and leads to
characteristic changes in the N1s XPS signature. The modified
spectrum is characterized by a single N1s peak at ∼399.4 eV,
reflecting an identical chemical environment of the N atoms
contained in 3deh-DPDI (Figure 2c and Figure S1). The N1s
binding energy of Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI corresponds
well to the energies reported for related azo-functionalized
species.78 Moreover, we calculated the average N1s core-level
shift between imine N contained in isolated DPDI on the
surface and the azo-N contained in Cu-coordinated 3deh-
DPDI. The resulting shift of +1.56 eV is within the
experimental error margin. This reaction is exothermic with a
reaction energy of −0.55 eV per molecule. The transformation
of DPDI into 3deh-DPDI, containing azo-N at both ends, is
also supported by the NEXAFS data (vide infra).
Notably, deposition of Cu adatoms onto DPDI on the more

inert Au(111) substrate triggers the same chemical reaction
leading to 3deh-DPDI−Cu complexes upon annealing to

∼300 °C (however, the reaction proceeds only for a part of
the compound; cf. S5 and discussion in the SI).
The reaction products after annealing DPDI at 300 °C on

both Cu(111) and Cu(100) substrates were visualized by RT
STM. These experiments reveal the formation of a highly
ordered 2D hexagonal porous network on Cu(111)65 and a
moderately ordered 2D rectangular network on Cu(100),
respectively (Figure 3). The XPS data confirm that both

networks consist of 3deh-DPDI in the role of an exoligand (cf.
Figure 2 and SI). The symmetry of the surface is directly
reflected by the symmetry of the network (Figure 3a,b,e and
3c,d,f, respectively). Due to the reduced commensurability of
the rectangular coordination network with the Cu(100) surface
lattice and the coexistence of square and rectangular pores
(Figure 3h,i), the amount of defects is greater and long-range
order is accordingly reduced compared to the corresponding
structure on Cu(111).
The role of the open d-shell metals, such as Co, Fe, and Ni,

in the on-surface reaction of DPDI on Cu(111) was studied in
a dedicated series of experiments: After deposition of DPDI
and subsequent deposition of cobalt atoms at RT, the N1s XPS
spectrum, presented in Figure 2b, shows significant changes
from native DPDI. The amino peak, which is characteristic for
the unreacted compound, disappears (Figure 2b), and only a
single N1s peak is observed at ∼398.3 eV. The energy position
differs significantly (1.1 eV lower), from the one observed after
Cu coordination of 3deh-DPDI on Cu(111), and is assigned to
imino-nitrogen atoms.79,80 Upon annealing at ∼300 °C, the
N1s peak remains virtually unchanged (∼398.1 eV) (Figure
2d). The core-level shift between this Co-coordinated imine

Figure 2. Identification of the various N species in the N1s XP spectra
of DPDI on Cu(111). (a) Native DPDI is characterized by two peaks
corresponding to amino (green) and imino (violet) groups. (b) Upon
addition of Co adatoms to native DPDI on Cu(111) at RT, the
dehydrogenation occurs readily as recognized by the dominant NH
peak (violet). (c) Annealing of native DPDI on Cu(111) to 300 °C
leads to a different reaction product: one peak is visible in the N1s
XPS data at higher binding energy (BE), which is attributed to azo
nitrogen (NN). (d) Annealing of the DPDI/Cu(111) in the
presence of Co adatoms to 300 °C does not modify a deh-DPDI
product. Chemical schemes: Note that the arrangement of the free
electron pairs of the NH (imine) and NN (azo) ligands
determines the role of deh-DPDI as an endoligand and of 3deh-DPDI
as an exoligand, respectively. The DFT models with calculated reaction
energies: (e) isolated DPDI, (f) Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI, and (g)
Co-coordinated deh-DPDI cases. The average N1s core-level shifts
with respect to the imine-N atoms of native DPDI are +1.56 eV for
3deh-DPDI and +0.69 eV for deh-DPDI.

Figure 3. Annealing of native DPDI at 300 °C on Cu substrates leads
to the formation of exoligating 3deh-DPDI. The resulting Cu-
coordinated 2D polymer reflects the symmetry of the underlying
substrate: (a,b) hexagonal pores are formed on the Cu(111) surface
and (c,d) rectangular pores on the Cu(100) surface, as depicted in the
STM images (19 × 19 nm2 and 4 × 6 nm2). The hexagonal and
rectangular symmetry for Cu(111) and Cu(100) surfaces are depicted
in the insets (e) and (f), respectively. Schematic models: (g) hexagonal
3deh-DPDI pore; (h,i) rectangular pores in two configurations with
parallel or perpendicular orientation and corresponding rectangular or
square symmetry of the coordination polymer, respectively.
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and the uncoordinated imine-N has been calculated to be 0.69
eV (Figure 2e,g), which compares well to the experimental
data. Based on DFT modeling, the calculated reaction energy is
−3.59 eV for transforming DPDI into Co-coordinated deh-
DPDI.
The same type of transformation occurs for DPDI on a

Au(111) substrate (Figure 4a) in the presence of Co adatoms
(Figure 4c,f). Moreover, other open 3d-shell transition metal
adatoms, such as Fe and Ni, initiate an identical transformation
of DPDI on Au(111) as recognized in the XPS data showing

the dominant imino peak at low binding energy, ∼398 eV
(Figure 4d for Ni and Figure 4b,e for Fe).
Annealing of the samples to 300 °C only completes a

conversion of the unreacted compound (e.g., Figure 4e);
however, it does not change the final reaction product. The
dominant XPS signature is assigned to deh-DPDI (see Figure
1), which is reminiscent of the ubiquitous acac (acetyl-
acetonato) ligands in coordination chemistry. This ligand is
able to act as a ditopic chelating endoligand for the co-
deposited transition metals. Therefore, the formation of metal
complexes, with two of these bis(imine) units in a square-planar
coordination geometry on the different substrates, gives rise to
1D coordination polymers as depicted by STM in Figure 4g−i.
The analysis of the XPS data reveals two types of reaction

products for closed versus open d-shell adatoms coordinating
with DPDI. Cu adatoms transform DPDI into 3deh-DPDI that
may act as a bridging exoligand with its convex arrangement of
donor atoms. On the other hand, in the presence of Co, Fe and
Ni adatoms, the less dehydrogenated species deh-DPDI, which
acts as a ditopic bis(chelating) endoligand, are trapped by
coordination to the heterometal atoms, forming the chain-like
1D coordination polymers. The adatom-dependent trans-
formations of DPDI to deh-DPDI or 3deh-DPDI and
coordination to the respective transition metals represent
complex multistep processes. Only detailed computational
modeling of all possible reaction pathways/sequences on the
metal surface(s) would provide insight into the factors
governing the final product(s) observed in the transformations
described above.

NEXAFS Study of the Surface-Transformed DPDI:
Identification of Amino-, Imino-, and Azo-Nitrogen. To
confirm the assignment of the deh-DPDI and 3deh-DPDI
dehydrogenation product in the on-surface coordination
polymers, we have employed NEXAFS. The method provides
a characteristically different probing mechanism from XPS in
that transitions from occupied N1s to unoccupied N2p orbitals
are examined. The method is sensitive to both the chemical
environment and the orientation of the molecule. Figure 5
displays the NEXAFS data obtained for three samples, (a)

Figure 4. Transformation of DPDI into deh-DPDI (an endoligand) in
the presence of Ni, Fe, and Co on Au(111). This transformation
occurs at RT in an on-surface reaction between DPDI and transition
metal adatoms as recognized by the change of (a) initial two peaks in
N1s spectrum of DPDI on Au(111) into (b−f) dominant N1s XPS
peak of imine character. (b) Shoulder of the amine corresponds to
small amounts of the unreacted DPDI, which disappear after
annealing. The resulting chelating ligand coordinates with adatoms
and arranges into a chain architecture. (g−i) STM micrographs of the
polymers, created by co-deposition of DPDI with (g) Ni, (h) Fe, and
(i) Co adatoms on Au(111) at RT ((g) 30 × 30 nm2 at RT; (h,i) 30 ×
30 nm2 at 5 K). Note, the polymers observed in STM are not modified
upon annealing.

Figure 5. NEXAFS data revealing different DPDI species. In-plane σ* and out-of-plane π* resonances are reflected by red and blue curves,
respectively. (a) Spectra of unreacted DPDI on Cu(100) contain both amino and imino peaks; (b) spectra of deh-DPDI coordinated to Co via
imino-nitrogen; (c) spectra of 3deh-DPDI coordinated to Cu via azo-nitrogen.
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unreacted DPDI/Cu(100) (not annealed), (b) DPDI + Co/
Cu(111), and (c) DPDI/Cu(111) (annealed to liberate Cu
adatoms and to activate the on-surface reaction). The data are
summarized in Table 1, along with the corresponding
assignments of the peaks.

The relative orientation of the unoccupied states with respect
to the incident X-ray beam, as determined in angle-dependent
NEXAFS experiments, modifies the magnitude of the spectral
features. In the present case, electronic states with their nodal
plane in out-of-plane orientation were probed in grazing
incidence (70° off the surface-normal) with the linear
polarization perpendicular to the surface plane (blue curves
in Figure 5). In comparison, the signature of electronic states
with their nodal plane oriented in-plane were probed in normal
incidence with the polarization of the incident X-ray light
oriented parallel to the surface plane (red curves in Figure 5).
The signature of the transitions states derived from C−N and
N−N bonds (vida infra) clearly establishes that the molecules
are oriented in the surface plane.
For the identification of the different N species, we analyze

the nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS signature of native DPDI on
Cu(100) as presented in Figure 5a. We observe two N species
via their π* states (403.2 and 399.1 eV) as well as by their σ*
states (414.4 and 408.6 eV). The transition energies correspond
well with the literature values reported for N atoms of amine
and imine character81,82 (SI Table S3). Note that XPS of
unreacted DPDI deposited on Cu(100) also revealed two
different N1s signals, corresponding to the amine and imine
nitrogen atoms (SI Figure S1a). In case of co-deposited DPDI
and Co on Cu(111), the observed N K-edge NEXAFS signal
differs significantly (Figure 5b).
The spectrum corresponding to DPDI with Co adatoms

revealed only a single π* peak (398.7 eV) and a single σ* peak
(409.6 eV), which is consistent with only one type of (imine)
nitrogen.80 This confirms the structural assignment provided
above on the basis of the XPS data: The 1D coordination
polymer is assigned to Co−deh-DPDI. The 2D coordination
polymer formed by DPDI/Cu(111) after annealing has been
assigned to a porous 3deh-DPDI−Cu network. In this case, the
N K-edge NEXAFS signature reveals again very different
features compared to the previous cases. Split peaks
corresponding to the transitions between the π* (401.2 and
399.6 eV) and σ* states (410.7 and 407.0 eV) (Figure 5c) are
observed. Their energies correspond well to the proposed azo-
bridges78,83−85 formed upon three-fold dehydrogenation of the
DPDI molecules, as identified already on the basis of XPS.
The assignment of unreacted DPDI and of deh-DPDI in the

NEXAFS data is unambiguous. The NEXAFS signals attributed
to the azo-N atoms in 3deh-DPDI, in contrast, requires
additional analysis. The observation of the split π* N peak in
case of Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI on Cu(111) is unexpected
on the grounds of the N species alone. We relate this to
“donation/back-donation” effects coming from the coordina-

tion of 3deh-DPDI with the copper atoms.78 Specifically, the
occupied/unoccupied metal centered orbitals mix with the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)/highest occu-
pied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the molecule, respectively.
In the case at hand, this would primarily involve the azo-bridge
of 3deh-DPDI and the Cu adatoms. In order to support the
proposed donation/back-donation model as a reason for the
split π* N peak, a DFT modeling study was carried out.
The extended degeneracy of the molecular orbitals across the

Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI on Cu(111) can be recognized in
the numerical simulations, as well. In Figure 6, the electron

density of the frontier orbitals of the freestanding 3deh-DPDI
network is illustrated which reflects the bonding in the
network: the pz states of the molecule mix with the d states
of the Cu atoms. Notably, both the HOMO and the LUMO
consist of three electronic states (one per molecule in the unit
cell) with their degeneracy lifted due to the molecule−adatom
interactions as represented in Figure 7a,b.
The partial density of states (PDOS) of the molecule’s N

atoms is significantly altered due to the interaction with the
coordinating Cu adatoms. The calculations of the 3deh-DPDI
reveal a splitting of the peaks in the pz component of the PDOS
localized on the N atoms in vacuum (Figure 7a) after Cu
coordination (Figure 7b). This splitting pertains when
including the Cu(111) surface in the simulations (Figure 7c).

Table 1. Energies of the NEXAFS N1s Peaks, Obtained from
the Fit of Data, Correspond to Amino, Imino, and Azo
Groups

molecule/NEXAFS π1* (eV) π2* (eV) σ1* (eV) σ2* (eV)

(a) DPDI 399.1 403.2 408.6 414.4
(b) deh-DPDI 398.7 409.6
(c) 3deh-DPDI 399.6 401.2 407.0 410.7

Figure 6. Numerical simulation of Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI:
Absolute contour plots of the (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO of the
freestanding 3deh-DPDI network, represented by the band-decom-
posed density of states closest to the Fermi level below and above the
Fermi level, respectively. The value of the contours is 0.005 e/Å3.
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Notably, Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chains on Cu(111) give
rise to a single (not split) peak in the pz component of the
PDOS of nitrogen (see Figure S9 of SI).
Endo/Exo-DPDI Coordination Defines the Dimension-

ality of the On-Surface Polymer. In the case at hand, the
surface-deposited DPDI molecule acts as a ligand precursor,
which is transformed to a ligating structural building block by
adatom-specific dehydrogenation (−1 H2 or −3 H2). Please
note that the hydrogen may be lost as atomic (presumably
forming metal hydrides) or as molecular hydrogen (H2 gas).
The control of polymer topology via endo/exoligation provides
an example of site-specific chemistry in an oligomerization
reaction (Figure 8). The linear polymeric structures formed by
deh-DPDI are imposed by the ditopic nature of the chelating
endoligand, which connects metal centers via the two inward-
pointing free electron pairs belonging to the N atoms at either
end of the DPDI molecule (Figure 8, left). The 3deh-DPDI,
which is generated in the presence of Cu adatoms, exhibits a
characteristically different arrangement of the free N electron
pairs while acting as exoligand in the coordination. The
construction of the network node also depends on the
symmetry of the substrate: On Cu(111), three adatoms
connect three 3deh-DPDI molecules in the form of a hexagonal
network (Figure 8f and Figure 3a,b,g). On Cu(100), four
adatoms interconnect four 3deh-DPDI molecules in each node,
thereby forming a tetragonal network (Figure 8d and Figure
3c,d,h,i). At low coverage of 3deh-DPDI on Cu(100)
substrates, however, oligomers nucleate in a bridge-to-bridge
fashion, initiating a 1D arrangement (Figure 8e and Figure S2
in SI). The N1s peak in the XPS data is not modified with
increasing submonolayer coverage indicating that the chemical
environment of the nitrogen atoms remains the same

irrespective of whether a 1D or a 2D coordination polymer is
present. This supports the notion that the 3deh-DPDI ligands
are fully Cu-decorated at all coverages. We note that initiating
the reaction with Cu adatoms requires the highest temperature
(300 °C). This is consistent with the position of Cu on the
scale of the second ionization energies of the different atoms
studied here. The oxidation state of the coordinating atom in
the “on-surface” configuration is not trivial to define, as the
intermixing between the electronic states of the reacted
molecules and the surface has to be taken into account.86,87

The interconnection of the exocoordinated ligands via Cu
adatoms depends critically on the chemical nature of the
substrate. In spite of the Cu-coordination of 3deh-DPDI, as
seen by XPS, no RT-stable arrangements were observed on
Au(111) by STM. However, after the sample was cooled to
5 K, single coordinated molecules as well as their vdW
condensed islands (Figure 8g and Figure S3c−e) were
visualized. The fact that 3deh-DPDI molecules do not form a
coordination polymer on this substrate may be related to one
or more of the following factors: (1) a mismatch between the
surface registry and the length of the coordination bond, (2) an
interaction between an electronic state of the substrate and the
coordinated ligand, or (3) the modified interaction between Cu
adatoms and the Au substrate in comparison to the Cu
substrate.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The on-surface reactivity of DPDI molecules, and thus the
degree of dehydrogenative conversion into either an endo- or
exoligand depends neither on the nature (Au or Cu) nor on the
crystal index (111, 100) of the substrate but is exclusively
determined by the metal adatoms. In the presence of Fe, Co,
and Ni adatoms, the reaction proceeds to deh-DPDI as a
ditopic chelating endoligand. This ligand is “trapped” by
coordination with the metal adatoms in the formation of 1D
coordination polymers. Only in presence of Cu adatoms and at
elevated temperatures, the dehydrogenation proceeds to 3deh-
DPDI containing two N2 azo units. Here the two ligating N
atoms are linked to two Cu atoms in a convex arrangement at
either end of the 3deh-DPDI. Therefore, two types of
molecular building blocks are generated, which differ in the
encoded structural information: Due to the characteristic
difference in the orientation of the ligating functional groups,
the endoligand deh-DPDI forms 1D coordination polymers,
while the exoligating 3deh-DPDI acts as bridging building block
in 2D surface networks. In the latter case, the resulting
architecture also depends critically on the chosen substrate:
While the reaction with Cu adatoms progresses in the same way
on Cu(111), Cu(100) and Au(111), the porous network is
observed only on the Cu substrates.
In conclusion, DPDI provides an instructive example of on-

surface reactivity which crucially depends on the adatom
chemistry. The combined interplay of all critical factors leads to
a remarkable structural variety and the possibility to control the
dimensionality and architecture of the surface aggregates.
Future research will focus inter alia on the reaction mechanisms
leading to such new architectures, including detailed theoretical
modeling of the reaction sequences involved, and on the
exploration of the structure−property relationships. This is
geared toward designing novel surface materials with tunable
characteristic properties resulting from the interaction of the
coordination polymers with the surface.

Figure 7. Donation/back-donation effect upon Cu coordination of
3deh-DPDI causes a split in the π* state, which appears as a double
peak in the N K-edge NEXAFS. The partial density of states (PDOS)
(a) of the pz component on the N atoms of the 3deh-DPDI becomes
modified by coordination to Cu adatoms for the (b) freestanding and
(c) the surface-supported coordination polymer.
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1. Thermally induced dehydrogenation of DPDI at Cu(100) surface 
The investigation of thermally activated reaction between DPDI and Cu adatoms on the Cu surfaces of 

different symmetry gives a better understanding of the creation of 2D-polymers, where the DPDI derived 
molecular sub-unit acts as an exo-ligand. The deposition of DPDI onto Cu(111) and Cu(100) and subsequent 
annealing to 300 °C yields the same type of the reaction, resulting in the formation of 3deh-DPDI (see main 
text). The change of the N chemical environment from amino-/imino- (Fig. S1a) into azo-character (Fig. S1b) is 
supported by the characteristic positions of N1s XPS peaks (see also Table 1). Prior annealing both unreacted 
systems possessed two peaks at 397.7 eV and at 399.4 eV, corresponding to the =NH, and the -NH2 group 
respectively. After annealing, the XPS features change significantly. In both cases, the N1s spectrum contains 
one peak at the binding energy of ~399.3 eV, which we attribute to the azo-group of the 3deh-DPDI, and a 
component with minor intensity, which may be attributed to unreacted DPDI. 

 
Figure S1: XP spectra of DPDI on Cu(100) before and after annealing. (a) XPS spectra of DPDI prior to annealing contains 
two components of the N 1s signal, corresponding to the =NH (397.7 eV) and the -NH2 (399.4 eV) group. (b) After 
annealing, there is dominant peak at the 399.3 eV corresponding to an azo-group of the 3deh-DPDI. The small shoulder is 
attributed to the unreacted compound (green). 

Although the on-surface transformation of DPDI into exo-ligand in presence of Cu adatoms is the 
same, the geometry of 2D-polymer depends on the symmetry of the substrate (cf. Fig. 3 of the main text). Note 
that the initial growth of 3deh-DPDI at low molecular coverage differs between Cu(111) and Cu(100) 
substrates. The symmetry of the (111) substrate gives rise to ligand-to-ligand binding in the hexagonal shape, 
whereas on the (100) substrate 3deh-DPDI starts to bind in the bridge-to-bridge fashion (Fig. S2 STM image 
and corresponding model), which at increased coverage leads to the rectangular pores (cf. Fig. 3c,d of the main 
text).   

 
Figure S2: The different symmetry of Cu(100) surface in comparison with Cu(111) surface, directs a nucleation of the exo-
ligands. (a,b) Cu-coordinated polymers, formed after annealing of DPDI to 300°C at low coverage on Cu(100), are reflected 
in the STM images (18x18 nm² and 5x5 nm², respectively). (c) The corresponding tentative model of the interconnected in 
the bridge-to-bridge fashion exo-ligands at the start of the nucleation process.  
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2. Multilayer DPDI on Cu(111) studied by XPS 

Sub-monolayer amounts of DPDI on Cu(111), as probed by XPS, are characterized by two peaks of nitrogen in 
N1s spectrum (at 399.4 eV and 397.7 eV, see main text and Fig. 2a). Multilayer DPDI (ca. 10 monolayers), 
which was deposited on Cu(111), contains two nitrogen species characterized by the same binding energies in 
XPS, as evidenced by the N1s spectrum shown in Figure S3. 

 
Figure S3: N1s XPS of the DPDI multilayer deposited on Cu(111) surface at room temperature (RT).   

 

3. Deposited Cu adatoms vs. Cu adatoms present on Cu(111) surface 

A sub-monolayer of DPDI was deposited onto Cu(111) surface and analyzed by XPS. The spectra of N1s and 
C1s are shown in Figure S3a. The evaporation of free Cu atoms (from an electron-beam heated metal evaporator 
source) was performed onto the sample in order to evaluate their influence. The thermal energy during 
evaporation is higher than for adatoms inherently present on the Cu surface. The corresponding C1s, N1s spectra 
in Figure S4b do not reveal any significant changes of the carbon or nitrogen chemical environment. The 
positions of the C1s peaks in both cases are ~ 285.9eV and 284.8 eV (dark green and blue peaks correspondingly 
in Fig. S4). The two N1s peaks, corresponding to amino- (light green, 399.43 eV) and imino- group (violet, 
397.73 eV) are remaining also at the same position. 

 

 
Figure S4: Comparison of the Cu adatoms effect, in dependence whether atoms are inherently present on the surface or 
deposited from e-beam evaporator source, on DPDI molecules at room temperature (RT).  DPDI was deposited on Cu(111) 
surface, where the thermally generated Cu adatoms are in excess at RT, and was analysed by XPS. Afterwards, additional Cu 
adatoms were deposited on the same sample by means of evaporation. The C1s and N1s spectra of DPDI on Cu(111) for (a) 
natively present Cu  and (b) additionally deposited adatoms.  
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4. Coordination of 3deh-DPDI to Cu adatoms on Au(111) 

In order to investigate the possibility of the Cu adatoms to promote an on-surface DPDI transformation 
into exo-ligand on a less reactive surface, we have chosen a Au(111) substrate. The XP spectrum of DPDI shows 
two peaks at 399.8 eV and 398.8 eV for amine- and imine group with a ratio of 29.2% and 70.8%, respectively 
(Fig. S5a). Deposition of Cu adatoms on the Au(111) substrate held at RT does not modify the spectra 
significantly suggesting that the compound does not change in the presence of Cu adatoms, as has been also 
shown for Cu adatoms on Cu(111) (chapter 3 of SI). Annealing of the sample to 300 °C modifies the ratio 
between two peaks (40.4% and 59.6%). Moreover the increased nitrogen-component appears at different binding 
energy, i.e. 399.5 eV. These findings hint towards modification of DPDI and conversion of the DPDI molecule 
into exo-ligand (3deh-DPDI), in analogy to the case on Cu surfaces. The remaining decreased imine-peak can be 
attributed to the unreacted compound. Note that, annealing of DPDI on Au(111) in absence of Cu results in the 
desorption of the molecule. 

In the STM images we did not observe any stable structures at RT. Cooling down to 5 K allowed us to 
visualize single as well as condensed in islands coordinated molecules (Fig. S5 b-d). Single molecules are 
imaged with a bright protrusion on each side, corresponding to coordinated copper adatoms. 

The different behavior of the exo-ligating 3deh-DPDI on Au(111) in comparison to Cu(111), can be 
explained on the basis of i) commensurability and/or ii) a stronger interaction of the coordinated Cu-adatoms 
with the Cu substrate then with the Au substrate. i) The Cu-Cu nearest neighbor distance and its relation to a 
3deh-DPDI size (1.2 nm) appears to be a better match in the case of Cu(111) compared to Au(111). ii) Another 
important parameter, namely the electronic configuration of the system, should be considered. The interaction 
between the copper adatom and the exo-ligand is different in the case of Cu(111) compared to Au(111). In the 
latter case the charge state of a metal adatom can be no more favorable for the connection between two exo-
ligands. Therefore it seems that a success of the 2D-coordinated polymer formation depends not only on the 
resulting reaction product, substrate symmetry, their commensurability, but also on the specific adatom-substrate 
interaction. 

 

  
Figure S5: (a) Native DPDI molecules on Au(111) are not modified upon adding Cu adatoms, as can be seen from the 
corresponding unmodified amine- and imine-nitrogen N1s peaks in XPS data (399.8 eV, green ; 398.8 eV, violet).  Annealing 
of the sample to ~300°C modifies the ratio between the two components, i.e. the imine peak decreases and remains at the 
same energy (398.8 eV, violet), whereas the peak at  higher binding energy increases and shifts by ~0.3 eV (399.5 eV, red). 
The latter component may be attributed to the azo-nitrogen, characteristic for exo-ligating 3deh-DPDI.  Note, annealing 
should be performed with a slowly increasing temperature otherwise the molecules desorb from the surface. (b-d) Single, 
coordinated exo-ligands are mobile at RT, whereas at 5 K they are partially condensed into islands, as reflected in the STM 
images (2.5V, 10pA; b: 30x30 nm2; c: 3x3 nm2 and d: 2x2 nm2). 
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5. XPS Tables of values and references 

In order to test the transformation of DPDI molecule into endo-/exo- ligands with regard to the different 
transition metals used, we have performed XPS measurements of N 1s. The measured average positions for 
N1s of imino-, amino, and azo- groups (Table 1) correspond well with the ones reported in literature (Table 
2).  

Table S1: XPS N 1s peak positions for the amino-, imino- and azo- nitrogens of the DPDI and its derivatives 
were obtained from the fit. 

Molecule/Substrate -NH2, eV =NH, eV N=N, eV 
Multilayer DPDI/Cu(111) 399.4 397.7 - 

DPDI/Cu(111) 399.4 397.5 - 
deh-DPDI+Co/Cu(111) - 398.3 - 
deh-DPDI+Co/Cu(111) 

annealed 
 398.1  

3deh-DPDI/Cu(111) - - 399.4 
 

Table S2: XPS N 1s values from amino-, imino- and azo-groups presented in literature. 

 

6. NEXAFS table of references 

Complementary to XPS, verification of the resulting reaction products, i.e. endo-/exo- type of the ligand in the 
metal coordination complex, was performed with Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) 
measurements at the Swiss Light Source (SLS). In all investigated by NEXAFS samples (see main text) π* or σ* 
states are observed exclusively in the grazing and normal beam incidence confirming the flat orientation of 
DPDI and its derivatives on the surface. The experimental positions for π* and σ* resonances for the amino-, 
imino- and azo- nitrogen (cf. Table 1 of the main text) are in good agreement with the values reported in 
literature (Table 3). 
 
Table S3: NEXAFS N 1s values deriving from amino-, imino- and azo-groups as presented in literature. 

-NH2 =NH N=N 
π*, eV σ*, eV π*, eV σ*, eV π*, eV σ*, eV 

 
40210 

 
40710 

 
398.511 

 

 
41210 

 
398.212 
399.77 
398.28 

 
4088 

404.67 
 

 
 
  

  -NH2, eV =NH, eV N=N, eV 
 

 
Binding Energy 

 
 

 
400, 399.52 

399.63 
400.04  
399.56 

 
398.3 4 

 

 
399.57 
399.88 
399.29 
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7. DFT calculations for Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chain: models and energies  

 
The addition of Co adatoms to the DPDI molecules at Cu(111) surface leads to the formation of linear chains, as  
shown in the main text and on the large-scale STM overview in Figure S6.  
 

 
 
Figure S6: Deposition of Co adatoms onto DPDI/Cu(111) at RT results in 1D deh-DPDI chain structures observed in the 
STM micrographs: (a, b) 100 x 100 nm2, (c) 4 x 4 nm2. 
 
 
Spectroscopic probing of nitrogen before and after the reaction have revealed a modified nitrogen environment 
and the resulting reaction product was assigned to imino-type of nitrogen (XPS and NEXAFS – see Figure 2 and 
Figure 4 of the main text). In order to get more insight into the on-surface reaction, we did calculations for 
several Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chain models using different unit cells. The resulting models are illustrated in 
Figures S7-9 together with their corresponding unit cells and reaction energies. Energy of the reaction Ereact was 
calculated as 
 
 
Ereact = Etot – ECo@Cu(111) – (EDPDI@Cu(111) – ECu(111)) + 2(EH@Cu(111) – ECu(111)), 
 
 
where Etot  is the total energy of the Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chain, ECo@Cu(111) the total energy of a system 
with a Co adatom on Cu(111), EDPDI@Cu(111) the total energy of an intact isolated DPDI molecule on Cu(111), 
EH@Cu(111)  the total energy of a H atom adsorbed on Cu(111), and ECu(111) the total energy of the clean Cu(111) 
surface. In this way, the reaction energy is defined with respect to an isolated intact DPDI molecule and an 
isolated Co atom on the surface, and that the abstracted H atoms adsorb on Cu(111) subsequent to the reaction. 
We find that the structure illustrated in Figure S7b is the most stable one. It runs along the high symmetry 
direction of the substrate, e.g. [1-10]-direction, where each repeated unit has a length of 12.72 Å, close to the 
experimentally estimated value of 11.6±1.0 Å. 
 

 
Figure S7: (a-c) Calculated DFT models of the Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chains on Cu(111). The unit cell, which was used 
for calculations, is shown in (d) with a use of a 3×2 k-point sampling. The chain runs in the direction of the arrow. For each 
of  the structures (a-c) the reaction energy is indicated. 
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Figure S8: (a-c) Calculated DFT models of the Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chains on Cu(111). The unit cell, which was used 
during calculations, is shown in (d) with a use of a 2×3 k -point sampling. The chain runs in the direction of the arrow. For 
each of the structures (a-c)the reaction energy is indicated. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure S9: (a-c) Calculated DFT models of the Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chains on Cu(111). The unit cell, which was used 
during calculations, is shown in (d) with a use of a 3×2 k -point sampling. The chain runs in the direction of the arrow. For 
each of the structures (a-c)the reaction energy is indicated. 
 

 

Additionally, we calculated the partial density of states (PDOS) for the Co-coordinated DPDI chain, focusing on 
the pz components on the nitrogen atoms. The PDOS diagrams for the chain in gas phase and on Cu(111) reflect 
no split of the peak components (Figure S10) like in the case of Cu-coordinated 3deh-DPDI, described in the 
main text (Figure 7). These findings support an appearance of the single peak observed in NEXAFS. Thus, the 
calculations support the model of the Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chain, assigned from the experimental 
observations.. 

Furthermore, we have calculated the atomic orbital projected density of states (AO-PDOS) of the transition 
metals atoms inside the coordination complex (Figure S11): (a) Cu atoms in the freestanding 3deh-DPDI 

honeycomb network and (b) the Co atoms in the freestanding deh-DPDI chains. The AO-PDOS is compared to 
the energy levels of the isolated atoms (illustrated by the shaded curves on Figure S11). The spin-orbit coupling 
was not included into the calculation, thereby the 3d spin-down orbitals for the isolated Co atom are degenerated 
in energy. Both spin-components for the 4s orbital of Cu split below and above the Fermi level, additionally the 
3d orbitals have contribution above the Fermi level (which is less pronounced). Split in the components reflects 
the donation/back-donation effect, described in the main text of the manuscript. In case of Co atom, both 3d and 
4s orbitals show a significant split induced by the coordination with the nitrogen atoms, with components both 

above and below the Fermi level, suggesting a presence of the donation/back-donation effect also in this system. 
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Figure S10: Calculated PDOS of the pz components on the nitrogen atoms for (a) deh-DPDI in gas phase, (b) Co-coordinated 
deh-DPDI chain in gas phase, (c) Co-coordinated deh-DPDI chain on Cu(111). In both cases no split in peaks was observed.  

 

 

 
Figure S11: Atomic orbital projected density of states (AO-PDOS) of the Cu atoms in the freestanding 3deh-DPDI 
honeycomb network (a) and the Co atoms in the freestanding 1deh-DPDI chains (b), compared to the energy levels of the 
isolated atoms illustrated by the shaded curves. For the isolated Co atom, the 3d spin-down orbitals are degenerated in energy 
since no spin-orbit coupling was included in the calculations. The donation/back-donation effect is particularly visible for the 
4s orbital of Cu (a), where both spin-components split below and above the Fermi level, but also the 3d orbitals have 
contribution above the Fermi level (which is less pronounced). For the Co atom (b) both 3d and 4s orbitals show significant 
splitting induced by the coordination with the nitrogen atoms, with components both above and below the Fermi level, 
indicating the donation/back-donation effect in this system. 
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Covalent assembly of a two-dimensional molecular “sponge” on a 
Cu(111) surface: Confined electronic surface states in open and 
closed pores 

Summary: 

This article reports on new on-surface boron-chemistry and bi-component covalent reactions. 
We find that the borylene-functionalized perylene derivative and trimesic acid readily react 
upon annealing. The covalent B-O connection exhibits a high flexibility, which leads to the 
formation of pores exhibiting various sizes and shapes. We used the ‘sponge-like’ molecular 
network to investigate the quantum confinement effect of the surface state electrons by the 
pores of different size and geometry. By using Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS), we 
found an increase in energy of the confined peak with decreasing pore area. We analysed the 
confinement within a 2D particle-in-a box model. The study revealed propagation of the surface 
state across the barrier imposed by its interaction with the polymer back-bone. Additionally, we 
address the different degree of partial confinement imposed by molecular pores with missing 
barriers, to the best of our knowledge for the first time. We found that the absence of one or 
two barriers in the hexagonal pore does not affect the energy of the confined surface state but 
only increases the width of the confined peak. This system serves as a unique example of the 
‘templating’ effect in a 2D polygonal box with missing borders. Thereby these results confirm 
that STM probes a superposition of states in different in-plane directions, which are in one 
direction fully and in the other direction partially confined – as expected on the basis of 
quantum mechanics. 

Paper [[3]] has been published in Chemical Communications in 2014. 
Contribution of Aneliia Shchyrba: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, STS), 
analysed the data, wrote the manuscript.  

[Aneliia Shchyrba et al., Chem. Commun., 2014, 50, 7628-7631] - Published by The Royal 
Society of Chemistry.  
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Covalent assembly of a two-dimensional
molecular ‘‘sponge’’ on a Cu(111) surface:
confined electronic surface states in open and
closed pores†

Aneliia Shchyrba,a Susanne C. Martens,ab Christian Wäckerlin,‡c Manfred Matena,a

Toni Ivas,a Hubert Wadepohl,b Meike Stöhr,d Thomas A. Jung*c and Lutz H. Gade*b

We present a new class of on-surface covalent reactions, formed

between diborylene-3,4,9,10-tetraaminoperylene and trimesic acid

on Cu(111), which gives rise to a porous 2D-‘sponge’. This aperiodic

network allowed the investigation of the dependence of electron

confinement effects upon pore size, shape and even in partial

confinement.

Covalent coupling reactions between molecular units adsorbed at
surfaces have recently received increasing attention, in particular in
the context of two-dimensional (2D) networks.1 The most established
approaches include Ullman coupling,1a,b,d–f,2 Schiff base reaction,3

Glaser coupling,4 click-reaction5 or polyester condensation.6 The
synthesis of covalently linked oligo- or polymeric structures is based
on the coupling between planar polyfunctional building blocks
which require a connectivity greater than two to form 2D assemblies.
There are only a few examples of boron-based covalent chemistry to
form aperiodic 2D networks.7

We previously reported the synthesis of N,N0;N00,N0 0 0-diborylene-
3,4,9,10-tetraaminoperylene derivatives (DIBOTAPs), which contain
two borylene groups (BR) (Fig. 1).8 The parent compound (R = H) 1
was found to react readily with alcohols and carboxylic aids (R–OH),
eliminating H2 and forming B–O–R bonds. This clean coupling
along with the elimination of a gaseous co-product (H2) was
thought to provide the basis for an on-surface synthesis of polymeric
structures. In combination with a trifunctional carboxylic acid, such

as trimesic acid (TMA), the linear DIBOTAP could couple to give
a porous surface network. The relative angular flexibility of the
C(O)–O–B junctions between the building blocks allows for the
pore formation of variable size (and shape), resulting in a
‘sponge’-like covalent polymer.

Two-dimensional networks provide confinements for the
scattering of electrons localized in the Shockley type surface
state on noble metal (111) surfaces. Whereas the interaction

Fig. 1 N,N0,N00,N0 0 0-Diborylene-3,4,9,10-tetraaminoperylene (1) and benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (TMA) on Cu(111) form TMA(1)3 by covalent reaction after
thermal activation at B120 1C. The length of 1 is HB–BH 13.724 Å; B–B 11.433 Å
and the width is H3–H9 6.564 Å; H2A–H8 6.570 Å (X-ray diffraction study in the
ESI†). The flexibility of the covalent link formed by TMA deprotonation allows for
a wide range of bonding geometries categorized as types A–D.
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with small scatterers (e.g. metal atoms) is well established,9 the
scattering and confinement mechanisms for 2D molecular
architectures10 are less understood. Therefore it is desirable
to create a sample with coexisting pores of different size and
shape, which are formed by the same polymer backbone. The
investigation of the confined surface states in different open
and closed pores by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS)
allows to draw conclusions regarding the size and shape
dependence of the confinement effect.

Deposition of 1 and then TMA on Cu(111) at room temperature
(RT) and subsequent annealing atB120 1C resulted in the formation
of porous networks (Fig. 2a, experimental details in ESI†). The pores
of the network exhibited different shapes, as expected in view of the
flexibility of the intermolecular joints discussed above. At least six
different pore geometries could be identified as sketched in Fig. 2d
(cf. Fig. S4, ESI†). Notably, the same type of network can also be
formed under analogous preparation conditions on the less reactive
Ag(111) substrate (cf. Fig. S5, ESI†).

In order to determine the chemical integrity of the on-surface
polymer we probed the chemical environment of C, N, O and B
atoms of both TMA, 1 as well as of the {TMA(1)3} polymer by XPS
(Fig. 2b and c). The C1s and N1s spectra are displayed in Fig. S2
(ESI†) and all XPS peak positions are summarized in Table S1
(ESI†). The unreacted compound 1 gives rise to N1s and B1s peaks
at binding energy (BE) of 399.4 eV and 190.2 eV, respectively. For
the native TMA molecule on Cu(111) two O1s peaks are observed
at 531.6 eV and 533.5 eV. The signal at lower (higher) BE is
assigned to oxygen in the carbonyl (hydroxyl) group. The observed
ratio between the two oxygen species is different from 1 : 1 due to
partial deprotonation of the COOH-groups after TMA adsorbs on
Cu(111).11 The on-surface {TMA(1)3} polymer is identified by a

shift (+1.35 eV) of the B1s peak towards higher binding energy
(Fig. 2b). This upshift is attributed to the significant difference
in electronegativity between boron and oxygen leading to a partial
positive charge on boron after formation of the O–B bond. Moreover,
the O1s spectra clearly show a modified balance of the two oxygen
species corresponding to C–O–B (533.3 eV) and CQO (532 eV) after
polymerisation (Fig. 2c). The position of the N1s peak on the other
hand remains unmodified (399.4 eV) (cf. Fig. S2, ESI†). Thus, the XPS
analysis confirms the formation of an on-surface polymer based on
covalent oxygen boron (O–B) bonds.

The 2D network acts as a system of different quantum wells
interacting with the surface state electrons. Scattering at the
ad-polymer can be clearly observed by the standing wave
patterns in the STM data shown in Fig. 2a. For a further in-depth
analysis of the quantum confinement effects we used scanning
tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) at 5 K to probe the local (electronic)
density of states (LDOS). The dI/dV spectrum, taken in the center of
a certain pore, reveals a confined electronic surface state character-
ized by a peak energy dependent on the pore dimension (Fig. 3).
Note that occupied and unoccupied states are probed at negative
and positive sample bias voltage, respectively. The Cu(111) surface
state is detected at �450 mV12 with respect to the Fermi level (EF)
(red curve in Fig. 3a). The following peak values were measured by
STS for the different sized and shaped pores: square �90 mV,
parallelogram �180 mV, pentagon �265 mV, hexagon �336 mV,
heptagon �360 mV and octagon �382 mV (Fig. 3a).

The pore confines the surface state electrons which are free
in 2D on the extended Cu(111) substrate. In the following the
energies E of the different confined states are referred to the
onset of the native surface state E0. These energies E0 = E � E0

are known to scale linearly with the inverse area (1/A) as E0 = C/A
with C = a1�h2p/(2m*)13 Here m* = 0.38 me

12 is the effective
electron mass (note, exact value of m* slightly deviates in
literature, 0.41 me

14) and a1 is a shape-dependent parameter for
the first confined state. Thus, we plot E0 vs. 1/A (Fig. 3b). Since the
shape-dependence for the first confined state is rather small (B9%
between square and circle), we employ here for a first approximation
the value of a circular pore (a1 = 5.783).13 This yields a calculated
slope Ccalc = 1.82 eV nm2 (Fig. 3b, dashed blue line) which does not

Fig. 2 Deposition of TMA and 1 on Cu(111) at RT and subsequent annealing to
120 1C leads to the formation of an aperiodic covalent molecular network
{TMA(1)3}. (a) STM micrograph taken at 5 K depicts pores of different size and
shape (30 � 30 nm2). Scattering of surface state electrons leads to standing
wave patterns on the substrate. (b) The XP spectra of TMA, 1 and TMA(1)3 reveal
a significant shift (+1.35 eV) of the B1s peak towards higher binding energy and
(c) the change of the ratio between O1s peaks upon the thermally activated
formation of the covalent network. These observations strongly support the
formation of a covalent O–B bond in the on-surface polymer, as sketched in
Fig. 1. (d) Schematic representation of the various pore sizes and shapes.

Fig. 3 The porous molecular network on Cu(111) locally confines the surface
state and leads to quantum well states with their characteristics depending on
the size and shape of the pore. (a) The dI/dV plot of the spectroscopy data
reflects the shift of the surface state towards the Fermi level with decreasing pore
size. (b) The plot of the energy versus the inverse area reflects a linear
characteristic for the quantum well state in the confinement. The error bars
reflect the average error during defining of the area from the STM image.
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agree well with the experimental data or its fitted slope Cfit =
1.15 eV nm2 (Fig. 3b, solid green line). Indeed, the effective area
occupied by the confined surface state may deviate from the
measured (from the center of the molecular backbones) area, as
in case of surface states confined by monoatomic steps.9c Thus,
we fit the data with an effective area which may be smaller or
greater by a perimeter t (indicated in Fig. 3b). We find that if the
slope C is kept fixed to the value of Ccalc this yields t =
�0.30 nm, i.e. that the effective area extends by 0.3 nm beyond
the molecular backbone. This result indicates that the barrier
height is small enough to allow for a considerable penetration
of the surface-state even beyond the center of the molecular
backbone as observed earlier for a different porous network.10c

The ‘‘imperfections’’ of the pore structures in the 2D polymer
sponge also allowed us to study the behaviour of the surface
state electrons inside a partial confinement, i.e. inside ‘‘pores’’
with missing borders. In fact we observed significant electron
confinement inside the hexagonal pores even if barriers are
missing (Fig. 4). To the best of our knowledge such results have
not been reported previously. Comparison of the STS peak-
positions recorded in the centre of the closed hexagonal pore
as well as in the centre of the pore with 1 and 2 missing barriers
reveals the same position (B�340 mV). By opening the barriers,
however, a broadening of the STS peak (Fig. 4b) is evident, which
we attribute to interference between partially confined and free
2D electrons. These findings suggest that the size of the pore
plays an important role in defining the electronic characteristics
of the quantum well state.

We have shown that the flexible covalent linkage formed
upon coupling of DIBOTAP and TMA (liberating H2) allows for
the formation of a nanoporous sponge-like 2D-network. The
C–O–B bond formation, which gives rise to this surface network,
was previously also found to occur in solution.8 The network
forms pores of different architecture, in particular size, shape
and symmetry which provides an interesting model system for
the investigation of the confinement of Shockley type surface
state electrons in a wide range of porous confinements. As
expected, decreasing the surface area of the polygon shifts the
confined state towards the Fermi level. Interestingly, this work

provides further evidence that the confinement by polymer
networks is not perfect. Furthermore, we analysed the confine-
ment effects in open hexagonal pores with a varying number of
absent side-walls or barriers. Notably, as shown here for the first
time, the confined state energy remains identical to the intact
pore. The removal of barriers leads to a broadening of the
observed electronic quantum well state. Future work aims at
employing modified building blocks to restrict the flexibility
of the linker and thus to gain greater control of the porous
on-surface architecture.
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1. Molecular structure of N,N’;N’’,N’’’-diborylene-3,4,9,10-tetraaminoperylene (1).

The molecular structure of (1) by X-ray diffraction was characterized by X-ray diffraction (Figure 
S1). As has been described in the main text, the dimensions of the molecule are as follows: HB – BH 
13.7 Å; B-B 11.4 Å and in width: H3-H9 6.6 Å; H2A-H8 6.6 Å. 

Fig. S1 Molecular structure of N,N’;N’’,N’’’-diborylene-3,4,9,10-tetraaminoperylene (1).

Crystal data: C20H14B2N4 · 2(C4H8O), monoclinic, space group P21/c, a = 11.8021(4), b = 11.1964(3), 
c = 10.1080(3) Å,  = 115.025(4) °, V = 1210.30(8) Å3, Z = 2,  = 0.082 mm-1, F000 = 504. T = 110(1) 
K,  range 3.6 to 28.9 °. Index ranges h, k, l: -15 ... 15, -15 ... 15, -13 ... 13. Reflections measd.: 
23170, indep.: 3021 [Rint = 0.027], obsvd. [I > 2(I)]: 2453. Final R indices [Fo > 4(Fo)]: R(F) = 
0.0513,  wR(F2) = 0.1426, GooF = 1.09.
Data collection: Agilent Technologies Supernova-E CCD diffractometer, Mo-K radiation, 
microfocus X-Ray tube, multilayer mirror optics,  = 0.7107 Å. Lorentz, polarization and semi-
empirical absorption correction.1 Structure solution: charge flip.2 Refinement: full-matrix least 
squares methods based on F2;3 all non-hydrogen atoms anisotropic, hydrogen atoms taken from 
difference fourier maps and refined.
CCDC 988044 contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be 
obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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2. Details of the experimental methods

Preparation procedures for all samples were carried in ultra-high vacuum with a base pressure 5*10-10 
mbar. The Cu(111) substrate was prepared by repeated cycles of sputtering with Ar+ ions (at energy ~ 
2000 eV, ion current ~ 10 μA) and annealing to ca. 450°C in order to achieve atomically flat and 
clean surfaces with extended terraces. The purity of the substrate was verified by X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). The molecules were 
deposited by thermal evaporation from a commercial evaporator (Kentax). The deposition rates were 
tracked by a quartz-crystal microbalance. 

The STM measurements were performed at helium temperatures (~5 K) on the Omicron LT-STM. 
The bias voltage is with respect to the sample, i.e. negative voltage corresponds to the occupied states 
of the sample. The STM micrographs were recorded in the constant current mode.

The Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) measurements were acquired with a lock-in amplifier 
frequency of 512 Hz and modulation amplitude of 8 mV (zero-to-peak value). The initial tip settings 
were: 35 pA; 77.5 mV. The condition of the tip was verified before and after acquisition of the STS 
spectrum by recording dI/dV spectra on the bare Cu(111) surface.

XPS measurements were performed at room temperature (RT) with a monochromatic Al-Kα X-Ray 
source. The resolution reaches a value ~ 1 eV of full width at half maximum (FWHM). The 
calibration of the energies was performed via reference measurements on a clean Au crystal (Au 4f7/2  

≡ 84.0 eV).
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3. Identification of the reaction product between (1) and TMA on Cu(111)

Deposition of borylene functionalized molecule 1 and trimesic acid (TMA) onto room temperature 
Cu(111) substrate and annealing to 120°C results in the formation of aperiodic molecular network, 
observed by means of STM (Fig. S2c). In order to investigate the nature of the resulting polymer, we 
probed the chemical environment of C, B, N (present in 1) and C, O (present in TMA) before and 
after annealing by measuring XPS of C1s, B1s and O1s core levels. The B1s and O1s spectra are 
presented in the main text, C1s and N1s spectra are shown in Figure S2. 

Fig. S2 The XPS data of each reactant (TMA and 1) deposited onto Cu(111) at RT and the resulting 
reaction product (TMA(1)3) are presented under each other for comparison: (a) C1s spectra and (b) 
N1s spectra. (c) The STM overview (at 5K, 100x100 nm2) of the aperiodic molecular network formed 
at Cu(111) after annealing to 120°C. 
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First, we sublimed sub-monolayer of TMA on Cu(111). The resulting amount of C is 4.3 % 
and O1s - 3.4 % with respect to the Cu surface. The experimental ratio C:O can be estimated to 9:7.1, 
which reflects well the stoichiometry of TMA (C9O6). B1s, N1s were not detected. The two peaks in 
C1s correspond to C*-C and C*=O. 

The next step was an investigation of sub-monolayer of (1) on Cu(111). The XP spectra of 
C1s, N1s and B1s reveal 3.34 % of carbon, 0.61% of nitrogen and 0.19% of boron with respective 
ratio C:N:B equals 20:3.65:1.19, reflecting well the stoichiometry of the molecule (C20N4B2). Oxygen 
was not observeable in O1s spectra. XPS reveals one peak in the N1s spectra, corresponding to the 
BH-group, and two peaks in C1s, corresponding to C*-C and C*-N.

Finally, to the previous sample of 1 on Cu(111) a sub-monolayer amount of TMA was added 
and the sample was annealed (to ca 120°C). The resulting sample contained: 5.48% C1s; 0.83% O1s; 
0.57% N1s and 0.21% B1s. The B1s binding energy (BE) of the resulting product (presented in the 
main text) differs significantly 191.6 eV in comparison to B1s of unreacted 1 (190.25 eV) on Cu(111). 
The N1s BE is not modified upon reaction.

The summary of N1s, O1s, B1s binding energies for all 3 samples (TMA, 1, TMA(1)3) are 
presented in a Table S1.

Table S1. Binding energies of the N1s, O1s and B1s for TMA, 1 and TMA(1)3 on Cu(111) support a 
covalent reaction between TMA and 1 after annealing to 120°C with the formation of TMA(1)3, as a 
resulting product.

Molecule N1s BE, eV O1s BE, eV B1s BE, eV
TMA - 531.6: 533.5 -

1 399.4 - 190.25
TMA(1)3 399.4 532.0; 533.3 191.6
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4. STM overviews of unreacted (1) on Cu(111)

We have investigated the behaviour of borylene-functionalized molecule 1 on Cu(111) surface upon 
deposition at RT. The STM micrographs reveal no long-range order and randomly distributed 
molecular conglomerates (Fig. S3a). Among the conglomerates, can be distinguished two types of 
trimers, which are pro-chiral (Fig. S3 b,c). Possible model for these types of nodes are reflected on the 
schemes (Fig. S3 d-e).

Fig. S3 Deposition of 1 onto Cu(111) at RT results in the formation of H-bonded molecular islands, as 
reflected on the (a) STM image (-1.5 V, 50 pA; 100x100 nm2 at 5K). The assemblies are randomly 
distributed over the surface showing the local repulsion character. The frequently met pattern is 
characterized by the trimetric shape: (b), (c) pro-chiral L- and R- structures (-1.5V, 60 pA; 4x4nm2 at 
5K). (d),(e) The corresponding chemical schemes reflect possible types of intermolecular connection 
for L- and R- nodes, respectively.
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5. Various shapes of the pores

Deposition of 1 and TMA results in the covalent molecular ‘sponge’-like network after annealing 
to 120°C (see chapter 3 and main text of the manuscript). The flexibility of the covalent 
connection between 1 and TMA allows for the formation of differently shaped pores (Fig. 1 of the 
main text). Typically 4-8 polygons can be identified from the STM images (Fig. S4).

Fig. S4 Deposition of 1 and TMA on Cu(111) at RT and subsequent annealing to 120°C results in the 
formation of covalent networks. (a - f) The STM micrographs (10 x 10 nm2) reflect typical pores of 
various shape, containing 4 - 8 borylene-functionalized molecules. (g) Chemical scheme serves as one 
of the possible models for the hexagonally shaped pore.
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6. Network formation on Ag(111)

We have shown in chapter 4 the occurrence of the on-surface reaction between 1 and TMA after 
annealing on Cu(111) with resulting covalent networks. In order to verify the influence of the 
substrate, the same preparation procedure has been performed on the less reactive Ag(111) 
substrate. Deposition of 1 and TMA on Ag(111) and annealing to 120°C results in similar 
polymer architectures as on Cu(111) (Fig. S5). The pores have different size and shape (Fig. S5 
b,c). Excess of one of the pre-cursors can lead to the trapping of molecule inside of the formed 
pores. This fact indicate that pores can serve as a host system for molecular adsorbates (Fig. S5d).

Fig. S5 (a) Deposition of 1 and TMA on Ag(111) at RT and subsequent annealing to 120°C results in 
the formation of networks similar to the ones observed on Cu(111). The STM micrograph reveal 
pores containing trapped in inside precursors, which were in excess (25 x 25 nm2). (b, c) Pores have 
different size and shape (10 x 10 nm2 and 6 x 6 nm2, respectively). (d) Each pore can serve as a host 
for the smaller adsorbates: STM image of the pentagonal pore and 5 TMA molecules inside (5 x 5 
nm).
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7. Pore area value and the energy of the confined surface state in the TMA(1)3 polygons

n Area, nm2 Energy with respect 
to EF, meV

4 - square 3.65 90

4 - parallelogram 3.72 180

5 6.01 265

6 9.26 336

7 11.9 360

8 14.46 382

Table S2. The values of the area, extracted from the STM images, and energy of the confined state 
measured in the center of the pore.
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Molecule-specific energy level alignment inducing opposite charge 
transfer dipoles and formation of a self-sorted bimolecular chess-
board on Bi reconstructed Cu(100)  

Summary: 

A new mechanism for the electronic intermolecular recognition by surface dipoles created by 
selective charge transfer is demonstrated, which leads to the sorting of molecules in an 
alternating chessboard like fashion. The Bismuth 2D interface (Bi/Cu(100)) here serves as a 
substrate mediating the sorting of this bi-molecular system (CuPc and MnPc) by its specific 
electronic properties. We investigate single component molecular layers as well as the resulting 
co-assembled array on the bismuth reconstructed substrate by means of scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS). We find that by adsorption of pure CuPc/MnPc 
molecules on Bi the relative local work function is increased/decreased respectively. The 
modification of the work-function evidences the charge transfer (CT) occurring on the 
molecule/surface interface. Due to their different electronic properties, the molecule/substrate 
CT systems exhibit different dipole moments: MnPc becomes more positively charged and 
CuPc more negatively, therefore the surface dipole moments point downward for CuPc and 
upward for MnPc molecules, respectively. Another important factor is provided by the Bismuth 
substrate which exhibits a significantly higher Debye length in comparison to bare metal 
substrates. Therefore, the charge/dipole moment is less screened in comparison to other 
metallic substrate. By the formation of the assembly our STM/STS data supports that the 
molecular properties are strongly modified in comparison to the single component system. For 
example, the local work functions undergo a significant change and a realignment of the 
corresponding LUMO/HOMO levels for both CuPc and MnPc after the molecules have become 
sorted. MnPc/CuPc dipoles are strengthened by this effect. The strengthening of the charge 
transfer evidences that nearest neighbour interactions between the electron-rich CuPc by the 
electron-deficient MnPc come into play, which is most probably but not necessarily mediated 
by the substrate. Our work presents an unique example of supramolecular sorting by a purely 
electrostatic mechanism.  

Manuscript [[4]] is in preparation. 

 

Contribution of Aneliia Shchyrba: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, STS), 
analysed the data, wrote the manuscript. 
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Molecule-specific energy level alignment inducing opposite charge 

transfer dipoles and formation of a self-sorted bimolecular chess-

board on Bi reconstructed Cu(100)  

A. Shchyrba, S. Fatayer, C. Wäckerlin, T. Nijs, S. Nowakowska, T. A. Jung 

Understanding the physics and chemistry of interactions between ad-molecules at surfaces is 

crucial from a fundamental point of view. Such interactions also depend on the distribution of energy 

levels in organic molecules before and after their adsorption on a specific substrate.  The proximity of 

the surface to the ad-molecule induces energy level realignment and promotes or inhibits charge 

transfer.1,2 The relative position of the energy levels of the molecule and the substrate affects the 

degree and the direction of the energy alignment and thereby also the charge transfer. Depending on 

the charge transfer and the resulting local surface dipoles an adsorbate interaction arises. If two 

different ad-molecules are in a qualitatively different state of charge transfer with the substrate, their 

proximity may induce a charge redistribution by polarization as well as by the degree of energy level 

realignment.3 Few studies on molecular self-assembly have been undertaken considering charged 

molecules and/or surface dipoles as the cause of the ordering phenomenon.4 Substrates exhibiting a 

pattern of surface dipoles were shown to selectively trap molecules.5,6 In particular no report is 

available of a multi-component self-sorted and self-assembled molecular array created by the 

interaction of different charge transfer dipoles in ad-molecules.  

Here we present a molecule-specific energy alignment within a bi-component molecular 

system with the substrate, which drives a self-sorting of the components by purely electronic 

interactions. We use a Bi reconstructed Cu(100) substrate (Bi/Cu(100), which serves as a partner for 

the molecule-specific vertical charge transfer for the two molecular components: the more electron 

affine CuPc and the less electron affine MnPc7. Reported examples for the sorting of on-surface 

multi-component ordered arrays are based on a distinctively different mechanism, i.e. on the basis of 

hydrogen bonds8–11. Another mechanism, which has been demonstrated, involves the trapping of an 

ad-molecule inside of pre-prepared molecular templates10. 

We explore the ordering of ad-molecules on a Bi-reconstructed Cu(100) substrate by  

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy (STM/STS), i.e. dI/dV spectroscopy as well as 

current-distance I(z) spectroscopy. The results reveal a significant change in the local density of states 

(LDOS) and the local work function (Wf) of the two different ad-molecules. We find that the 

difference in the energy level alignment of the CuPc and MnPc with the Bi substrate leads to a 

different vertical charge transfer rendering opposite dipole moments. Upon mixing of the two 

molecules, the charge transfer is significantly enhanced, a phenomenon which is attributed to lateral 

electronic interactions.  

The Bi-reconstructed substrate was prepared by deposition of a sub-monolayer amount of Bi 

onto Cu(100) and by subsequent annealing to ~200°C. This procedure has been well established in 

earlier studies.12–14 At a Bi coverage close to a monolayer, the Bi layer contains regular dislocation 

arrays along the <100> directions of the substrate and superimposes a rectangular but not strictly 

periodic porous superlattice (Figure 1a, pore dimension: ~1.6 x 1.8 nm²). The dislocation arrays 

appear in the STM image data with a different contrast and can be classified by three regions: pore, 

wall and cross (A, B and C on Figure 1a). For each region we have probed the LDOS by recording the 

differential conductivity (dI/dV) and the relative work-function (extracted from I(z)). Each region 

exhibits only a slight intensity difference in the differential conductivity (Figure 1b), which is also 

reflected in a slight difference in the work-function values. The relative work function on the wall and 

on the cross is slightly higher than in the pore (by 70±20, 80±20 meV resp.). Note that the absolute 

Wf value averaged over the Bi reconstruction amounts to 4.33 eV, as measured by HR-ARUPS.
14

 The 

deposition of both the more electron affine CuPc and the less electron affine MnPc on Bi-

reconstructed substrate leads to formation of a highly ordered bimolecular array, which is sorted in a 

1:1 chessboard-like fashion (Figure 1c). The sorting is expected to be initiated only by intermolecular 

electronic interactions, as no dependence of the supramolecular pattern on the variably sized Bi pores 

has been observed. 
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Figure 1 Bismuth reconstructed Cu(100) substrate mediates the sorting of a bi-molecular mixture of 

CuPc and MnPc into a chess-board array. (a) Bi reconstructed Cu(100) is atomically resolved by STM (8x5 

nm², 5 mV, 400 pA). The reconstruction appears as square porous network and can be characterized into three 

regions: A –Pore (blue), B – Wall (red), C – Cross (green). (b) The local density of states of each reconstruction 

region exhibits virtually no variation. The dI/dV spectra, recorded over each region (pore - blue, wall - red, cross 

– green curves, correspondingly), reveal a very slight variation in the intensity of the Bi induced features. (c) 

Irrespective of the deposition sequence, in the same sorted 1:1 molecular chess-board is formed, as shown in the 

STM image (16x16 nm2, 5mV, 5pA). The more electron affine CuPc is marked by green color and the less 

electron affine MnPc by red color.  

 In order to get further insight into the sorting mechanism, we have investigated the 

adsorption of only CuPc, only MnPc and of mixed CuPc+MnPc arrays on Bi/Cu(100). Each of the 

molecules can be easily distinguished by their appearance in the STM images: CuPc with the dark 

center, MnPc with the bright center. Deposition of CuPc in a sub-monolayer coverage onto bismuth 

reconstructed Cu(100) leads to the formation of well-formed supramolecular islands (Figure 2a), 

which is not observed on bare Cu(100). Notably, molecules appear in two types of orientation 

(marked with normal and out-lined green crosses), which results in different STM contrast. The fact 

that supramolecular islands are formed on bismuth indicates that the diffusion is facilitated which is 

the consequence of the lower interaction with the Bi (compared to Cu) surface. As the next step, we 

investigated pure MnPc islands. Surprisingly, we found a different assembly behavior. The MnPc 

islands are smaller in comparison to CuPc islands, typically only 3x3 molecules in size. The bigger 

islands are constructed from smaller 3x3 grains and exhibit numerous phase shift domain boundaries 

and defects between the small 3x3 2D grains. Each segregate contains molecules of the same 

orientation. Overall at least 2 of the most often appearing orientations are observed (marked with 

normal and out-lined red crosses, Figure 2b). Correspondingly, differently oriented MnPc 3x3 grains 

exhibit a different brightness: the MnPc which is co-aligned with the Bi reconstruction (white arrows) 

appears brighter than the MnPc which is rotated ~45°. Adding CuPc molecules to a sub-monolayer 

coverage of MnPc at Bi/Cu(100) results into highly ordered bi-molecular arrays (Figure 2c). 

Moreover, the bi-molecular mixture is perfectly sorted into alternating MnPc-CuPc patterns with 1:1 

ratio. Molecules appear with an enhanced contrast: MnPc – bright, CuPc –dark. Excess of one 
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molecular component results in the substitution of the minority-component by the majority-

component, while still maintaining the formation of the chess-board array. Surprisingly, the sorted 

bimolecular array exhibits only 1 molecular orientation for each component (CuPc – green outlined, 

MnPc – red outlined). It is this selection which is responsible for the enhanced contrast between 

‘dark’ CuPc and ‘bright’ MnPc.  

 

 

Figure 2 Modification of the electronic structure of the CuPc and  the MnPc before and after mixing on 

the Bi reconstructed Cu(100).   (a) STM images (10x10 nm2) of CuPc, MnPc and the self-sorted bi-molecular 

array. The CuPc island exhibits a pronounced Moiré pattern appearing from two types of molecular orientations 

(one orientation marked by a green cross and the other by an out-lined green cross). (b) The assembly of only 

MnPc exhibits a different character: islands are small and contain more defects. Two types of molecular 

orientations with respect to the substrate result in two types of islands with different STM-contrast: molecules, 

which are co-aligned with the Bi reconstruction, appear brighter.  (c) Deposition of both MnPc and CuPc results 

in the formation of a chess-board bimolecular array where molecules are sorted 1:1 independently on the ratio of 

components. In order to reveal a sorting mechanism, the electronic structure of each component was probed by 

STS on the transition metal core and on the benzene ring of phtalocyanine (red curves – for MnPc, green curves 

– for CuPc). The electronic structure of both components is significantly modified by interaction with its 

neighbours in the co-assembled array. 

 In order to investigate the local electronic structure of each molecule in pure and mixed 

islands, we probed the LDOS on the transition metal (TM) center and the phtalocyanine (Pc) benzene 
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ring by recording dI/dV spectra (Figure 2d). dI/dV provides an insight into the charge transfer and 

into the doping mechanisms for the transition metal containing Pc at surfaces.3,6,15–17 The LDOS of the 

d-orbitals can be obtained by spectroscopy on the TM ion. Information about molecular orbitals can 

be extracted from spectroscopy on the Pc ring, as was shown by Mugarza et al.18 On the Figure 2d we 

present STS, which were recorded on the TM and on the Pc ring for each case: pure CuPc, pure MnPc 

and the mixed chess-board islands (MnPc – red, CuPc – green curves, correspondingly). All STS were 

acquired with a lock-in amplifier (8 mV; 513 Hz) at the constant height (initially set point: 300pA at 

2V). In order to magnify the molecular features and to simplify the comparison, all spectra were 

normalized after subtraction of the bismuth background. The spectroscopic features of each molecular 

component are virtually the same for the two different on-surface orientations (marked by out-lined or 

not out-lined crosses in each case). Mixing CuPc and MnPc components results in the significant 

modification of the in-plane and out-of-plane molecular orbitals, which is reflected by a completely 

different shape of the DOS features visible in the differential conductivity spectra (STS) which we 

attribute to the modified charge state16 of the molecule. The peak positions of LUMO/HOMO for 

CuPc can be attributed to a neutral CuPc before mixing and to a more negative charge state after 

mixing.19 The change in the HOMO-LUMO gap reflects a modified Coulomb repulsion between 

molecular orbitals and impacts the nearby located MnPc. Thus our data evidences a long-range 

electrostatic interaction.15
 The MnPc on the Bi surface before mixing is expected to be in close to a 

Mn(2+) state.20 After mixing the modified electronic structure state can not be assigned in a straight 

forward way. Thereby we additionally employ relative work-function measurements (vide infra). The 

sharp feature observed in STS near the Fermi level is attributed to a Kondo resonance21 and will be 

discussed elsewhere. 

We probe a local charge modification on each molecule by measuring current-distance I(z) spectra 

before and after mixing of phtalocyanines. Each I(z) spectra of the exponentially decaying tunneling 

current varies with the different work function or the tunneling barrier height.22 The Wf can be 

extracted from the fit of the I(z) curves. Since I(z) spectroscopy is reliable only as a relative measure, 

we discuss the relative work-function ΔWf, i.e. we set ΔWf = 0 meV on Bi. Thus, recording a 2D 

array of I(z) spectra across the surface/molecule gives an estimate of the relative local Wf. The 

resulting Wf map corresponds to the two-dimensional potential landscape at the surface.23 We find 

that adsorption on Bi leads to a decreased Wf for both orientations of MnPc (ΔWf  = -430/-140 meV) 

evidencing a negative vertical charge transfer from the molecule into the substrate. Thereby the 

molecule becomes more positively charged (Table 1). Contrary, adsorption of CuPc on Bi leads to an 

increased Wf in both orientations (ΔWf  = 350/540 meV) suggesting removal of negative charge from 

the substrate and rendering the molecule more negatively charged. The adsorption geometry 

(orientation with respect to the substrate) also influences the resulting Wf value for both molecules 

(Table 2). Note that the resulting dipole moment, which is formed on the molecule-surface interface, 

is expected to be higher on Bi reconstructed Cu(100) in comparison to the bare Cu surface due to the 

lower screening described by a higher Debye length (in bulk: Bi ~ 3 Å, while for Cu ~ 0.5 Å).24
 

 The sorted bimolecular chess-board array, which is formed upon deposition of both CuPc and MnPc, 

has a significantly modified work function on each molecule (see scheme in Figure 3a). Within the 

mixed islands, where MnPc becomes surrounded by CuPc, MnPc exhibits a significantly reduced Wf 

(ΔWf  = -1600 meV) and becomes significantly more positively charged. The work-function of CuPc 

in the bi-molecular islands is ΔWf  = 80 meV after it has been surrounded by MnPc. Remarkably, this 

value is significantly lower than for the pure CuPc layers on Bi/Cu(100). 

The dependence of an adsorbate’s charge state on the modified environment in the bimolecular array 

reflects a lateral electronic interaction and charge transfer which asks for further analysis to separate 

the role of the surface – molecular and the intermolecular interaction.  

 
Table 1: Vertical charge transfer. Comparison of Wf values for the substrate before and after molecular 

adsorption. The values of Wf in bulk CuPc/MnPc are shown for the reference as well. 

 

Sample Wf, eV Sample Wf, eV 

Bi/Cu(100) 4.3314 Bi/Cu(100) 4.3314 

CuPc layer@Bi, average 4.77 MnPc layer@Bi, average 4.09 

CuPc bulk (UPS) 3.8525 MnPc bulk (UPS) 4.325 
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Figure 3 Modification of the local relative work-function on CuPc and MnPc after forming a bi-molecular 

chess-board array evidences intermolecular interactions and suggest an electronic interaction between 

nearest neighbours acting as a sorting mechanism. (a) Comparison of the relative work-function before and 

after sorting. (b) Possible model of the surface-molecule and molecule-molecule interactions. Work-function 

maps for pure (c) CuPc (13x13 nm²) and (d) MnPc (5x6 nm²) islands, as well as for (c) sorted bi-molecular 

arrays (10x6 nm²). The bi-molecular chessboard exhibits a periodically modulated pattern of alternating 

low/high Wf values reflecting a charge transfer as a sorting mechanism. 
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Table 2: Lateral charge transfer. Comparison of Wf values on each type of molecule before and after sorting 

into mixed bi-molecular array. The values are additionally illustrated on Figure 3a. 

 

Molecule Pure islands, ∆Wf Co-assembled, ∆Wf 

 First orientation 

(“dark”) 

Second orientation 

(“bright”) 

 

MnPc -0.43±0.13 eV -0.14±0.12eV -1.60±0.04 eV 

CuPc +0.35±0.06 eV +0.54±0.06 eV +0.08±0.04 eV,  

 

On the basis of the local relative work functions, measured by I(z) spectroscopy, we propose a 

schematic model to describe the charge interactions occurring at the molecule/surface interface 

(Figure 3b). The first part of the scheme reflects the surface-molecular interaction upon molecular 

adsorption and depicts the opposite charge transfer for CuPc and MnPc at Bi/Cu(100). The second 

part of the scheme depicts the resulting bi-molecular chess-board arrangement with an enhanced 

positive charge on MnPc and a negative charge on CuPc. The Wf maps measured on pure CuPc island 

(Figure 3c) and of the pure MnPc island (Figure 3d) reveal rather homogeneous charge-distribution 

pattern within the molecules. This is very different after mixing (Figure 3e). The potential landscape 

of the bi-molecular chess-board exhibits the enhanced alternating contrast, i.e. a positive charge state 

of the MnPc and a negative charge state of the CuPc (red and blue protrusions on Figure 3e, 

respectively). The perfectly sorted alternating opposite charges evidence the maximization of 

Coulomb interactions acting as a driving mechanism for an electronic molecular recognition and the 

resulting self-sorting. The modification of charge on each component upon sorting is expected to be 

induced by the re-alignment of the molecule-surface and molecule-molecule energy levels after two 

components mix.   

Conclusions 

A novel sorting mechanism for ad-molecules has been identified. A different direction of charge 

transfer is observed for the two Pcs, which differ in their electron affinity due to the difference in the 

energy level alignment with the substrate. Self-assembly occurs due to the maximization of Coulomb 

interaction between the opposite charges and due to the increased diffusion on the Bi/Cu(100) 

substrate. Additionally, we identify a strong modification of the charge transfer by the nearest-

neighbour molecular components. Remarkably, the behavior is affected by the interaction of 

electronic states of the adsorbate and the substrate, but also by the restricted screening of the dipolar 

fields in the Bi/Cu being facilitated by the longer Debye length of Bi (compared to a metal substrate). 

Thereby a new effect causing supramolecular self- assembly has been described.  

We presented a system, which serves as a unique example of the information propagation on the 

single molecular level, which leads to the electronic molecular recognition and makes a significant 

step towards a high level of control in the molecular arrays. 
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Conclusion 

The work presented in this thesis addresses the following questions: i) how a reduced 
dimension – the surface, can influence the chemistry and lead to novel effects, ii) how physics 
and chemistry can be used to control on-surface molecular architectures with atomic precision.  

This thesis demonstrates a tunable molecular 1D self-assembly, built-up from an 
inherently chiral helicene molecule on the basis of H-bonding and metal-coordination. This 
system serves as a model for the investigation of chirality propagation in linear coordination 
polymers. We show how the interplay of molecular flexibility and strength of the bonding motif 
can affect chirality transfer. The calculations performed by our partners provide insight into the 
energetics of the on-surface metal coordination, chain architectures and the electrostatic 
interactions driving the parallel arrangement of the chains. Moreover, we address the 
temperature dependent availability of metal adatoms as well as repulsive on-surface 
interactions, as factors leading to control of the bonding motif and long-range order.  

In the scope of this thesis, we also present a new on-surface reaction which is promoted 
to a different degree depending on the type of metal used to initiate the coordination. The 
amino-functionalized perylene precursor can undergo different levels of dehydrogenation 
depending on the type of the transition metal used. Specifically, Co, Ni, Fe adatoms are 
inducing the conversion of the molecular precursor into an imino-ligand while Cu adatoms 
induce conversion into an azo-ligand. Both ligands are interlinked in the corresponding 
coordination complexes after initial dehydrogenation. Moreover, we show that the combination 
of the right ligand with the right type of the surface can be used to control the dimensionality of 
the on-surface coordination polymers.  

Furthermore, in this thesis we show a new bi-component on-surface reaction, which is 
based on bolylene and results in a polymer linked by covalent bonds. The availability of various 
pore-sizes and shapes allowed us to investigate the electronic confinement effects, remaining 
within the barriers of the same covalent molecular skeleton, which has been not reported in the 
literature before. We show shifting of the confined state towards the Fermi level with 
decreasing area of the pore, which acts as a confining quantum well. We proposed a theoretical 
model for the analysis of the confined state and its effective size. Furthermore, we have shown 
a confinement effect inside of the pores with missing barriers. 

The last chapter of presented results of this thesis, reports on a new molecular 
recognition mechanism in bi-molecular systems on surface which drives self-sorting of 
molecules into 1:1 chess-board array and which occurs without any chemical bond but purely 
by electronic interactions. The investigated system is based on a molecular mixture of CuPc 
and MnPc at a bismuth reconstruction on Cu(100). We analysed the electronic characteristics of 
molecules in pure and mixed islands. 

The supramolecular architectures, explored and presented here, serve as model systems 
to investigate physical and chemical effects at reduced dimensions, which have not been 
addressed in the scientific literature before. We are convinced that with our results we also have 
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contributed to supramolecular, on-surface coordination and covalent chemistry. Moreover, we 
have addressed different ways of molecular recognition in the scope of chirality propagation, as 
well as in the scope of molecular sorting. We have shown that the broad range of experimental 
techniques applied here, i.e. STM, STS, XPS, NEXAFS together with complementary DFT 
calculations can give deep insight into the properties of on-surface supramolecular systems. We 
anticipate that the supramolecular properties, discovered here, contribute to increase of the 
molecular control on the nanoscale which is of both fundamental and applied interest, e.g. for 
future sensors and devices.  
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